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urray
In Our 98th Year.
The Murray State University R.O.T.0 Department Open House was held
Saturday at Stewart Stadium. Included in the display, clockwise, from top left
An outside view and inside view of a portable hospital. The hospital can be
transported by plane, boat, truck of any means of transportation. Regardless
of outside temperature, a constant' temperature of 72 degrees is maintained
edger & Times
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon March 28. 1977
— —
inside. Bottom right, a Ch-47 "Chinook" helicopter, which can carry 33 fully
equipped combat troops and costs $3 million. Bottom left. SSG Willie McCree
of South Fulton, a member of the National Guard Unit at Hickman, eyplains
the surveillance radar to MSU graduate student Jim Krejci, on right.
Stan Photos by Mike Brandon
15' Per C`opy One Section — 12 Pages
Laker Speech Team
Wins Regional Title
The Calloway County High Varsity
and Junior Varsity Speech Teams won
first place sweepstakes honors at the
regional tournament held Saturday at
Murray State University.
The takers qualified a record
niunber of 46 entries for the State
Speech Tournament. Thirty-three Were
Varsity and 13 were Junior Varsity.
This was the fourth' consecutive .
regional_ ,charopionship for.,• the
Calloway teams.
In the Varsity diVision, Calloway
placed first with 203 pouits, Trigg Co.
was second with 161 points and placing
third was Murray High with 157 points.
— -CaHerwayls-- Junior Varsity tallied 143
points for first place followed by Trigg
Opportunities Expanded In
1976 In Land Between Lakes
...Renovated recreational facilities and
a new series of hiking trails txpanded
recreation and education oppo unities
in 1976 at Land Between Th Lakes,
TVA's national outdoor recreation and
environmental education center.
Last year more than 2 million visits
were recorded at the 170,000-acre
demonstration area located between
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley in
west Kentucky and Tennessee.
Renovations at three big family
campgrounds in 1976 resulted in more
campsites, bike trails, shelters, am-
phitheaters, a floating fishing pier, and
a wildlife management trail. Also
completed was a quarter-mile loop
trail, Songbird Walk, which demon-
strates wildlife management practices
which can be duplicated in backyards.
More than 56 miles of new trail was
completed on the recently completed
North-South Trail that extends from the
southern portion of Land Between The
Lakes to the canal in the northern end.
Other new trail systems include the
self-interpreted, audiovisual Blue-Gray
Trail located in the 26-mile Fort Henry
Trail system, which tells visitors the
story of the Civil War battle of Fort
Henry.
The first driving trail in Land Bet-
ween The Lakes was also completed
last year. The Resource Motor Trail is
an eight-mile interpretive drive from
Mulberry Flat Road in the Environ-
mental Education Center to U.S. High-
way 68, which explains the various
resource management tools used in the
area.
Work progressed on construction of
several vintage buildings which will
recreate a typical pioneer farmstead of
the 1850's called "The Homeplace."
The -living history farm" will enable_
visitors to learn more about the historic
inside today
settlement of the region and study its
pioneer architectural. patterns and
agricultural practices. The farm will
also serve as a research and %raining
center for historical., architects,
historians, cultural interpreters and
related professions. The farm is
scheduled to be opened to the public by
The spring of 1978.
Hunting is permitted in Land Bet-
ween The Lakes on a managed basis
and is a popular fall and winter ac-
tivity. About 13,000 gun hunt permits for
deer were issued in 1976, and more than
10,700 bow permits were issued. The
first Youth Gun Hunt for deer ever held
in the State of Kentucky was conducted
at Land Between The Lakes last year
for youths from the ages of 10-15. More
than 700 young people participated in
the hunt, which required that each
young hunter be accompanied by an
adult and possess a state hunter safety
certificate.
Wildlife enthusiasts and
photographers also have the op-
portunity to photograph shore birds,
wading birds, and other waterfowl from
a recently completed blind on Hematite
Lake, a subimpoundment of Lake
Barkley. Each year about 5,000 Canada
geese and 40 bald and golden eagles




SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE,
Canary Islands ( API — Officials of the
Spanish air ministry said today that at
least 559 persons died in the fiery
runway collision of two Pan American
and KLM jumbo jets preparing to take
off from this Atlantic island. It was the
worst aviation disaster in history.
Ministry officials working at the
Santa Cruz airport said there were 80
survivors from the collision of the two
Boeing 747's Sunday afternoon minutes
after a heavy fog descended. But these
officials said there were a total of 639
passengers and crew members aboard
the two planes, while the airlines
reported a total of 645 aboard.
All the survivors were aboard the
American plane. Most of its passengers
were from the West Coast of the United
States.
One of the most outrageous forms of discrimination in
our country is that practiced by society against the man or
woman over 65 who still wants and needs work. That's the
opinion voiced in a guest editorial on the Opinion Page,
Page Four, in today's issue.
The Murray State University Racer baseball team split
a conference double header in baseball action over the
weekend here. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the story
on Page Six in today's sports section.
I.-
sunny and warm
Flash/flood watch today. Windy
with showers and thunderstorms
heavy, at times today, ending
early this evening. High in the
upper fiOs to low 70s. Clearing
tonight', low in the low 50s. Mostly
























Both planes were on charter nigh;
loaded with vacationers.
Hospital officials said most of tii
victims died of burns.
Capt. Victor Grubb, the pilot of tt
Pan American plane, reported from'
bed in Santa Cruz General Hospital
he was taxiing slowly down the ma.
runway at the time of the collision.
"The crew saw nothing right up to t!
moment of impact," Grubb said. -
The Dutch pilot died in the fie'
collision, along with the 238 otl.t
persons aboard, KLM said. Most
them were Dutch.
Investigators were en route I
Tenerife from the United States.
Spanish mainland and the Netherla;.
tO try to determine the cause of ;'
collision. The U.S. Embassy in Ma,.;
sent an eight-man delegation inclIgi •
a doctor, and three U.S. Air Force !
transports were ordered from bas,
Spain and West Germany to
Canaries to help move the dead
Mured.
However, the airport at Santa •
was closed by stormy weather
All flights were landing at Las Pa,:
on Grand Canary island, and those ;
could not wait were taking a 51i-
ferry ride to get to Tenerife.
Police and medical workers w.): -
through the storm recovering
shattered remains and trying
identify them. Bodies were being r
In an airport hangar.
Pan American said its flight car' 
396persons, including 364 passen.
who boarded in Los Angeles, 14
boarded in New York, a crew of
two other Pan Am employes
airline said six crew members 14::
dition to Capt. Grubbs were amon-1
survivors.
Both planes were bound for 1
Palmas, on Grand Canary island
miles away, but had been diverter
See CRASH,






Four more candidates, including one
Republican, have filed for nomination
to the Mtkrray Common Council in the
May Primary.
Also filing for norriination, according
to the office of Marvin Harris, County
Clerk, is Charles E. Hale who will be
running for re-election as Property
Valuation Administrator.
Filing for nomination to the City
Council from Ward A are Barry
William Drew on the Democratic ballot
and Irma Lafollette on the Republican
ballot.
Filing for Democratic nominations to
.the City Council from Ward B were Dr.
C. C. Lowry and W. R. Furches, both
present council members.
The deadline for nominations in the




Murray High School qualified 14
students for the state speech tour-
nament, to be held April 1-2 in
I.exington.
In duet acting, Donna Bailey and
Laura Shinners, Jenny Francis, and
Debbie Garrett, and DeToresHounThill
and Mike Fitts qualified for state.
Others included: in discussion, David
Stephenson and Steve Sears; poetry,
Catina Beasley, Anne Tutt, and Kim
Alley; solo acting, Kim Alley and Mike
Fitts; story telling, Mary Morris, and
Marcie Mowery; prose, Laura Shin-
ners; and analysis, Terry Smith.
The Murray High Speech Team is
coached by Mark Etherton.
Co. with 122 points and Brazelton had BO
points in thirU place.
Varsity Te7in members quaffing for
the state tournament are: Analysis of
Public Address, Johnny Brinkley,
Karen Edwards; Broadcasting, Ray.,
Rodden, Nada Thomason; Debate,
Handy Hutchens and Kevin Bowen,
Karen Edwards and Gail Tucker;
Discussion, Johnna Brandon, Craig
Redden, Ray Rodden; Dramatic's
Humorous, Ginger Mitchell, James
Bibb', Dramatics Serious, Nada
Thomason, Terri Erwin, Tammy
Feltner, IA.'sa Hoke; Duet Acting,
Tammy Feltner and Luana Colson,
Jobeth Norwood and Jim Hudspeth;
Extemp Speaking, Chuck Williams,
Gail Tucker;
Oratory, Renee Tobey, Chuck
Williams. Johnny Brinkley; Poetry,
Debbie Thomason; Prose, Sheila
Daniell, Terri Erwin, Kim Kemp,
Rhonda Darnell; Solo Acting, Debbie
Thomason, Tammy I.ax, Wanda
Watkins; Storytelling, Rick Cun-
ningham, Danny Kingins, Johnna
Brandin.
Jr. High Division - Debate, Chris
Taylor and Dale Finney; Discussion,
Glynis Tabers, Meleah Paschall;
Dramatics, Debbie Turner; Duo
Acting. Celisa Curd and Gena Gargus;
Monologue; Chandra Watkins; Prose,
Jane Greer; 'Poetry, 1ClitOn Water: -
Amanda Dunn, Jane Greer, Beth
Yancy; Public Speaking, Kim
Weatherford.
The Varsity State Speech and Debate
Tournament will be held at the
University of Ky. in Lexington, April
1 and 2. The Jr. Varsity will be held
April 22 and 23.
The Calloway speech teams are
coached by Larry England.
Laker Speech Team
1977 Regional Champs
Karen Gordon Named New
Miss Murray State Saturday
By Dwain McIntosh
Karen Gordon, a brown-eyed
brunette from Benton, will do an encore
of sorts when she carries the hopes of
Murray State University into the Miss
Kentucky Pageant in Louisville in July.
She was chosen as the winner from
among 15 semifinalists in the eighth
annual Miss Murray. State University
Scholarship Pageant Saturday evening.
Her selection opens the way for her to
return as a contestant to the state
pageant, where she was named the
third runnerup as Miss Paducah in 197w'
Miss Gordon, a 21-year-old junior.
was crowned by her predecessor, Jane
Wagar, a Mtirray sophomore. She took
the traditional walk along the runway
in Lovett Auditorium clutching a
Several Fires
Fought By Squad
Over three hundred acres of land
were burned in the ten field fires fought
111‘. the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad and the Calloway County
Forestry Service on Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, ac-
cording to officials of the Rescue
Squad. •
Saturday the squad and forestrywere
called to four field fires with one on
Highway 732 binning about fifty acres.
The other three fires were at the Blood
. River Boat DcA, at New Providence,
and at the end of College Farm Road
The squad and forestry answered
calls on the Brooks Chapel Road, High-
!.;ay 1346, and the Martin's Chapel Road
on Friday. Fires on Thursday were by
Poplar Spring Baptist Church and on
the ; Bethel Church Road Wednesday
the field fire was at Dexter, according
to officials.
bouquet of yellow roses tied with blue-
and-gold ribbon and the trophy sym-
bolizing her newly won hOnor. •
The 5-9, 130-pound daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Wendell Goidon of Benton
also won a 8200 scholarship awarded by
Murray State University and other
prizes. She delivered an; original oral
interpretation while sketching three
martyred Americans as her talensr
presentation.
Honors are nothing new for Miss
Gordon. She was the first runnerup in
the 1975 Miss Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant and has also
of'
serveo as Miss Marshall County
Miss Kentucky Lake Vacationland.
Runnersup in the voting by a pant' of
three judges in the Saturday evening
competition were:
Barbara Kemper, Murray
sophomore, first runnerup, Kathy
Crow, Kennett, Mo., junior. second
runnerup; Anna Lou Matthews,
Mayfield junior, third runnerup: and
Vicki Berms, Louisville semorvfourth
runnerup
See MISS MSU
Page 12, Column Four
and
THE WINNERS: Karen Gordon, Bentorvthe newly-crowned Miss Murray
State University 1977, center, and the other four finalists in Saturday night's
pageant are shown above. From the left, they are: Vicki Gas Herms, a
senior from louisville, fourth runnerup Kathryn Drue ('row, a junior from
Kennett, Mo.. second runnerup; Miss Gordon; Barbara loan Kemper, a
sophomore from Murray, first runnerup; and Anna I ouise Matthews, a
junior from Mayfield, third runnerup. Miss Gordon will represent the
university in the Miss Keotucks Pageant in touisville in lune.
Photo by Barr, lohnson
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GUIDANCE AWARDS—Kentucky won national awards in guidance 's
ervices for the
third straight year. Pictured, left to right, are Jim Poore, Gary M
artin, Angela Wilkins,
and Dr. Curtis Phipps. Mrs. Wilkins, her husband, Gary Wilkins, a
nd their son, Sean, are




the third consecutive year,
Kentucky has won national
awards in guidance services.
The announcement came from
Dr. Curtis Phipps, director of
the Division of Guidance
Services, Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education.
This - year, - Kentucky won
three awards presented by the
Regional Coordinating
Council of the American
Personnel and Guidance
Association ) APGA ) at the
national convention held
March 5-9 in Dallas, Texas.
Gary Martin, president of
the Kentucky Personnel nd
Guidance Associa ion
KPGA ) and a counselor at
Henry Clay,,.High School in
Lexing.torr, accepted the








any kind of services that we
can provide to our members to
aid professional growth," said
Martin. We have committees
to provide information on
current legislation, public
relations and government
relations." The KPGA also
has one major workshop, an
elementary-middle school
conference and a leadership




won the second-place award
include the organization's
newsletter, news notes from
divisions of KPGA, the public
relations "Survival Kit" used
by some other states), and the
GUIDANCE GAZETTE, a
the committee, was.aske'd to
serve as the res_poree person
for seven _or the southern
states the Southern
Re
According to Dr. Phipps,
"Winning the awards was a
cooperative effort. He ex-
plained that the Division lends
support to the KPGA to
achieve its goal.
He added that Dr. Bill
history of guidance in Ken-
tucky," said Martin.
He said of 39 other states in
the competition, Kentucky
was the only one to win three
awards.
"In addition to winning the
awards, the KPGA was also
Branden, assistant director of
the DivisiOn,Nwas responsible
for the format of the entries
which have won awards
during the past three years."
Dr. Phipps and Martidboth
agreed that perhaps the
hardest part, of winning the
recognized for its work irtstbk awards- is compiling and
area of government prgiffring the entries for the
relations," Martin continued. .-c-O-mpetition. —Alt this - work
"Ivan Bennett, chairman_.-or* was done by Angela Wilkins,
formerly of Murray, and Jim
Poore of the KPGA Public
Relations Committee and
consultant-supervisions in the
Division," said Dr. Phipps.
Last year Kentucky won the
first place .award for out-
standing programs and in














A looser, freer feeling
pervades men's sportswear
this season as fashions
combine classic accents with
recent trends. The look,
dubbed "Livinwear," em-
.phasizes supple lightweights
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cool open meshes, seersucker,
'sweatshirt fabrics and solid or
printed gauzes, coupled with
the return of the knit top.
T-shirt styling is a wardrobe
basic. However, the neater
polo shirt is the pacesetter
with the big, droopy overshirt
resurging in popularity. In-
cluded are all cotton denim
bibbed shirts and polyester-
cotton drawstring-bottom big
tops.
Open weaves and light-
weight yarns highlight
sweater offerings. Designs
may include an all cotton
natural color dishrnop yarn, a
skinny knit acrylic-linen style
or all cotton, Open mesh, done
up into a blouson. Shiny,
glossy surfaces also abound in
chintz, cire, nylon, worked
into casual golf jackets,
popovers or cardigans.
It's back to deep true blue in
jeans, whether indigo or less
expensive dyes. Denim is
being nudged by canvas, drill
and duck, especially for white
jeans and chinos. Straighter
legs, paired with the over-
sized top, are reminiscent of
fifties and pre-mod sixties
attire. The pleated pant has
also resurfaced as fashions
break away from - the
European influence. Updated
styling enhances Americana
jeans as multi-colored stit-
ching on white cotton twill
pants and mesh pocket inserts
illustrate.
Pearly tones, muted tints
and raw silk looks are ac-
cented by bright clear reds,
blues and yellows. The key
non-color is gray With soft or
rich mulberry shades.
It's a comfortable spring,
fashionwise. What's more
essential — machine
washability is built into the
majority of designs, .,so that
easy care continues to be a
wardrobe plus!
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And Take The Trip
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
It; years. lie is Cei and I am 5 7 There has been no sex in our
bedroom for the last six or seven years. Not even any signs
P of affection. Ile has even refused to kiss me, saying I would
only expect it to lead to something eke, and he is impotent
and can't deliver.
Now it turns out that he has found another woman and
wants a "trial separation.- He leased an apartment for six
months and he's living with her on a "trial basis." He says
at the end of the six months hell let rile know whether he
v‘ ants me or her.
The other woman is 38 and divorced, and you can't telL
me that she's satisfied to just hold hands every night. I
asked him about his "impotency" and he said the doctor
gave him some pills that are supposed to rejuvenate him
sexually. Naturally I don't know if the pills are working.
I Nlaybe I should ask his new friend?)
I have talked to an attorney and he gave me the name of
a psychiatrist. I am NOT crazy. I just want to know it I
should wait six months or force a decision.
If he decides to stay with her. I want to go on a cruise
around the world. The ship sails iQ June and I don't want to
miss it. What should I do?
ELSIE
DEAR ELSIE: Don't hang around waiting for your
husband to decide whether he wants you or not. Get on
that ship and Bon Voyage!
DEAR ABBY: how old do you think a girl should be
before she starts seeing a gynecologist and stops seeing a
pediatrician? This is a point of disagreement between my
iother and me. and- wp-vm-trtzt-itice- y aKng
Aiou.
HONOLULU GIRL
HEAR GIRL: When a girl reaches the age where she
feels uncomfortable seeing a pediatrician and prefers to
see a gynecologist, she's ready to switch.
DFAR A1313Y: :lust behlre Christmas I read a letter in
tour column signed TOO I.A.FE from a man who never
found time to visit his elderly parents, even though they
used nearby He said he always found time to visit friends
and go other places, and now that his parents are dead he
had deep regrets.
I must have had a guilty cionscience, because one night I
awakened suddenly at :3 a.m., decided to cancel the plans I
had already made for Christmas and wenetto my parents'
house instead.
Abby, it was the most wonderful, Christmas I've ever
had! Mom and Dad were so thrilled to see me, it made me
ashamed.
The next morning, my father called to tell me that Mom
had died in her sleep! I couldn't believe it. She had been so
well and happy the night before.
I just want to thank you for printing that letter. If I
hadn't read it. I would have continued in my selfish ways
and missed spending my mother's last evening with her.
God bless you.
T.A.T.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake
e7'e.
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES grMar. 21 to Apr. 201
Launching into uncharted
seas ttay-talte you farther than
expected, into waters too deep
for comfort. Check before going
beyond your depth.
TAURUS
Apr 21 to May 21) 'at.
You should be able to move
ahead more optimistically now.
Involvement with someone who
has been draining your
resources lately seems to be
ending.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211
Keep things moving, and with
well-planned design. A ''wait-
and-see" attitude- eget only'
stifle enthusiasin on this
somewhat problematic day
CANCER
"June 22 to July 231 e(:)
You could launch a new
venture now if you have given it
careful thought. A 'fine day for
promoting, advertising your
wares; in general, to press on to
the better things.
LEO,
1July 24 to Aug. 23,
Don't split hairs when it -
comes to making important
moves or decisions. Neither so
diversify your activities that
you accomplish tellingh in
none.
VIRGO 
WU'Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) e•••:‘
Excellent planetary in-
fluences. Indications are that
something very pleasant is
about to happen. You should be
in fine spirits now. inspired -on
all fronts.
!AMA riSept. 24 to Oct 23,
Distant interests take the
spotlight You may now he able
to take a trip that was post-
poned or you may hear some
evellent news from afar
SCORPIO in_ *Le,
Oct 24 to Nov 22, "-yen('
Even if balked in a )ertain
plan, don't let yourself be.
pushed V) a corner Have
alternatives ready You are
good at improvisation.
SAGITrARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
x0440
Your morale should get a
boost now. Some new light is
shed on old problems and you
find More persons responding to
your efforts. A brighter outlook
indicated.
CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Seeking an easy solution to a
complex problem may only
compound the complications.
Face up to it, tackle it as you
should, and there'll be no sorry
aftermath. .
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 191
You may have to look "behind
the scenes" for the answer
you're seeking. Some are not
telling all they know but, even
though they may be highly
motivated. you SHOULD know
the whole story.
PISCES
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 201
Mixed influences. Some
things you took for granted are
apt to be otherwise but, through
.the good offices of an interested
friend, yoU can obtain a desired
goal.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly enthusiastic individual,
always intensely active, and
with - an ,fmtrgination that
visuals lofty 'goals — which
you CAN Ittfain. Your courage,
integrity and gift of leadership
are outstanding, and you make
fine executives-and organizers;
are also astute in handling
finances — IN) you do not act too
Impulsively. You are highly
intuitive, and your love of
beauty and color may lead you
into the art world — where you
could attain great - success.
Aside from your taient for
painting, your creative abilities
extend to the areas of music and
writing. With your dynamic
personality and love of the
limelight, you would also make
an outstanding , politician or
entertainer. Try • to curb the
intensely material side of your
nature. Birthdate of: John




Mrs. Mary Rebecca Sams Smith celebrated her 100th birthday on Thursday, March 25,
with a party at the Westview Nursing Home, Murray. She is pictured with the cake
for Mrs. Smith and her family and friends at the nursing home. Pictured, left to right,
are Mrs. Annie Bauman, Mrs. Grace Jones, Mrs. Mary McDaniel, patients, Mrs. Smith,
and Herman Sams, brother of Mrs. Smith and father of Mrs. Kenneth (Linda) Adams of
Murray.
Mrs. Mary Rebecca Smith
Honored, 100th Birthday
A party in celebration of the
100th birthday of Mrs. Mary
Rebecca Sams Smith was held
Thursday, March 25, at the
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray, where she is a
patient.
—Mrs-7- Smith is- known -as-
"Aunt Becky" to her many
relatives, friends, and
acquaintances. She was born
in Fulton County near
Moscow, the daughter of
George Wiley Sams and
Zillnor Sams. She lived near
Harmony Church in Fulton
County until 1929 when she and
her husband, William Marion
(Jake) Smith moved to the
Enon Community north of
Fulton. Growing up she at-
tended Taylor School.
The 100 year old woman had
four sisters and five brothers.
She now has one sister, Mrs.
Daisy Bard, a patient at the
nursing-
Tn., and two brothers, Her- -
man Sams of Fulton and
Henry Sams of near Crut-
chfield, still living.
Herman Sams, father of.
Mrs. Kenneth (Linda) Adams
of Murray, is Mrs. Smith's
baby brother and as she was
nineteen when he was born,
she always considered him







Mrs. Monda J. McDowell
and Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Benton,
Miss Jo E. Edwards, 820 N.
20th., Apt. 4, Murray, Paul E.
Scott, Rt. 8, Murray, J. W.
Redden, Rt. 4, Murray, Orval
A. Bibber, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Elaine E. Ethenton, P. 0. Box
342, Murray, Mrs. Arlene
Burkeen, Rt.-0, Murray, Mrs.
Betty J. Bratton, Rt. 2, Paris,
In., Mrs. Clota L. Campbell,
1510 Dudley, Murray, Mrs.
June P. Crawford, Rt. 7,
Murray, CecifL. Davis, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tn., Mrs. Alice D.
Underwood, 1531 Oxford,
Murray, Harold Dunn, 1702
Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Roberta Payne, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Thelma J.
Nanney, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Michelle W. Bell, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy A.
Orten, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Edna M. Arteberry, 506 S.
9th., Murray, Mrs. Rosie . J.
Barnett, 605 Sycamore,
Murray, Buford H. Beown,
National Hotel, Murray,
Robert F. Futrell, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Helen Wall, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Carl Ray, Fern Terrace 1.dg.,
Murray, Mrs. Perlie R. Kirk,
907 Main St., Benton,
Augustus W. Russell, P. O.'
Box 349, Murray, Miss Ruby I.
Parker, 505 S. 8th., Murray.
Youngsters usually like
melted semi-sweet chocolate
swirled through vanilla pud-
ding. For oldsters, make the
pudding coffee flavor.
husband had no children of
their own. 41.4t1
Mrs. Smith's' husband who
died on March 4 thirteen years
ago,, was a farmer. She lived
in Fulton for five years with
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams
-prier -te-the-time-she-broke-heF
hip.
The Murray patient is a
member of the Methodist
Church at Cayce. She is very
alert for her 100 years and
enjoys visiting with her family
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Karen Jackson, left, president of the first UnitedMethodist Church Youth Fellowship, and Terri Erwin,president of the Murray Area Sub-District UMYF, showthe poster on "World Hunger" to be the program ,sub-ject at the Sub-district meeting to be held Tuesday,'Mar-ch 29, at 7:30 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church,Murray.
Billie Downing
Accepts Position
Billie H. Downing of Murray
has been named by
Superintendent of Public
Instruction James B. Graham
to a post in the Bureau of
Education for Exceptional
Children at Frankfort.
Downing will serve as
deputy to Dr. Stella A. Ed-
wards, .who was appointed
bureau head last fall. Downing
wad director of the Division of
Learning Disorders and
associate professor of Special
Education at Murray State
University.
"The idea of being involved
in state planning and
programs for exceptional
children is extremely
challenging and offers the
prospect of a very exciting
future," Downing said.
11 for yourchild's safety
A mother is bathing her
playful infant son. Both
mother and child are laugh-
ing and splashing, thoroughly
enjoying themselves Sudden-
ly the telephone rings, and
the young woman rushes to
answer it. Unattended, the
baby drowns within seconds.
"This, sad story is not as
uncommon as many of us
would like to believe," warns
Dr. Albert H. Domm, child
safety specialist and former
medical director of the Pru-
dential Insurance Company.












Dr. Albert takes only
H. Domm a few short
seconds for a child's tiny
lungs to fill up with water
"Never leave a child alone
in the bathtub, even for
an instant "
He also advises parents to
test the temperature of the
bath with their elbow before
placing the baby in the tub.
"Parents who overlook this
simple step are placing their
toddler in danger of being
scalded,- points out Dr.
Domm.
He recommends_ a throw -
rug for the bathroom,floor and
a rubber mat for the bottom
of the tub to guard against
slips and falls.
Electrical shock is another
.potential bathroom hazard
,Dr. Domm warns that no elec-
trical outlet or appliance
should be within a child's
reach in the bathtub.
"Working with Dr. Edwards
means an association with one
of the leading educators in the
nation which I look forward to
with great -pleasure."
Downing received her B. A.
Billie H. Downing
from the University of
Louisville and her M. A. from
George Peabody Teacher's
College and has devoted her
career to programs for ex-
ceptional and gifted children.
She was one of the
originators of the Winter
Olympics for the handicapped
in Western Kentucky and, for
the past six years, has served
as Co-Director of the Regional
Spring Olympics for the
handicapped.
Downing and her husband,
T. 0. Downing, who is retired,
plan to live in Frankfort.
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By MRS. W. P. WLLIAAMS
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If you want to be
exhilarated, or excited. just
take a drive through the
' streets and look around you.
Almost every yard .has a
splash of color, telling us that
spring has just about arrived.
The creeping Phlox makes
bright patches along
sidewalks and steps. Shrubs
are getting green and
specimen pints are making a
displa y.,One of the largest and
Most beautiful Magnolia
Soul. angeanas in this area is on
Greenacres Drive. Most every
year the late spring frost
damages this tree, but it has
escaped thus spring and is
truly magnificent.
From noy, on if the weather
affects plants, it will be the
frost and not the cold If you
have to cover anything up,
remember don't use plastic,
for every part of the plant that
touches it will be hurt. Use
newspapers or old sheets. Just
one more week remains in
March and ever} day that
passes gis es the plants a
better chance of getting
through this winter
One pretty spot in my yard
is a row of blde: Grape
Hyacinths in front of a row of
daffodils. They really corn
plernent each other
Have you noticed how the
trees are budding otir In
-anal-er week or so-Me-S.-will be 
leafed out in full dress. What a
welcome sight that will be
The bareness of winter gets
old. We never tire of the green
of summer and tolerate the
winter only because we know
the growing things need a
rest—and so do gardenera
When you (ring in branches
of flowering shrubs, such as
Forsythis, Spire& or
Flowering Almond, immerse
them in tepid water for an
hou? or two. They will keep
much longer, as in this way
they absorb plenty of "water
that is so necessary for then1.
Put them in earthenware
Jars or colored containers.
They show up much better if
the stems do not show
through The Japanese who
are experts in making
arrangements of forced
branches, use a lot of copper
or brass bowls or jars.
Branches qf Deutzia or Maple
branches art' beautiful when
treated this way.
fichw about planting a few
tall blooming Iris? They can
bx planted in a couple of weeks
and will bloom this fall. They
are not quite as large as the
spring flowering kind, but are
lovely and so welcome in • the
fall to give variety and' a
change from the Chrysan-
themums and other late fall
flowers They come in purple,
white and yellow.
One thing in their favor is
that they are not so rampant
as the early — ones and are
easily kept within bounds.
Why not try some'
Shampooing Can Be Taught Early
There is no "right age" for teaching a youngster how
to wash his or her hair. If a child can bathe alone, sham-
pooing is the next step.
The bathtub is ideal for a first encounter with inde-
pendent shampooing because suds may scatter A hose
attachment on the bath faucet provides a shower of
water and makes it easiat to thoroughly wet and rinse
hair. Be gentle and patient. Ftrst show the youngster
how, then be nearby to simply supervise and regulate
water temperature.
Well-Balanced Diet Essential
For you to be mentally and physically fit a well-
balanced diet is essenti•lotne 40 nutrients are required
by the body daily.
Since no one food dontains all the nutrients in the
reqinred amounts, there is a need for a yariety of foods
from the four food groups — meat, dairy products,
vegetables and fruits, and bread and cereals.
ows- Are Planned
1liss Ilelt.a Ruth Holt
' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson Holt of Lowes announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Melva Ruth of Murray, to Oris Vaughn Barber of Louisville,
son of Mrs. Halye Brooks of Panama City, Fla., and Oris
Greene Barber of Crystal River, Fla.
Miss Holt, a 1973 cum laude graduate of Murray State
University and a Certified Professional Secretary CPS was
named to the 1,726 Outstanding Young Women in America.
-While pursuing a Master's Degree in Business Administration,
Miss Holt was coordinator of non-academic employment at
Murray State University. Miss Holt has recently been ap-
pointed addfinistrative associate in the School of Dentistry at
the University of Louisville._
, Miss Holt is an actiiie aluffinae in - Alpha" Ganutia Detta-
sorority, has served as President-elect and Parliamentarian of
the Murray Chapter of the National Secretaries Association
International), and is official scorer for the Murray State
Racer basketball team. Miss Holt has worked as executive
secretary to Dr. 'Thomas B.Hogancamp, vice-president for Ad-
ministration and Finance at Murray State • University;
business teacher at Dixie Heights High School, Fort Mitchell;
secretary to the president at Panseria, Dohme, Tilsley and
Co., Architects, Cincinnati; executive secretary to the vice
president for development and public relations at Berea
College; and administrative secretary for the Salvation Army
in Lexington.
Mr. Barber, a graduate of Florida State University,
Tallahassee, served four year in the United States Marine
Corps, was personnel officer for the Florida State Department
of Education; personnel coordinator for the State University
System of Florida; assistant personnel director at Oklahoma
State University; and is currently director of personnel at the
University of Louisville.
A 2:30 p.m. wedding is planned for May 8 at the First Baptist
Church in Murray. All friends and relatives of the couple are
invited to attend.








Fruit Cup Almond Cookies
PHYLL'S CABBAGE PORK
Economical and flavorsome.
4 tablespoons peanut oil
1 pound boneless pork loin,
cut in thin strips
I medium onion, cut in thin
strips
5 cups firmly packed
shredded xr. inch wide
strands) cabbage
I thin slice ginger root.
minced
1 large clove garlic,
minced
Sauce Mixture, see below
In a 12-inch skillet heat 2 ta-
blespoons of the oil. Over mod-
erate heat, stir-fry the pork un-
til cooked through — about 3
minutes. With a slotted spoon,
remove-pork. To skillet add re-
maining oil, the onion, cabbage,
ginger and garlic; stir-fry just
until vegetables are slightly
cooked — 3 to 5 minutes. Add
the Sauce Mixture and stir con-
stantly until thickened. Makes 4
hearty servings.
Sauce Mixture: Stir together
3 tablespoons cornstarch, 1 tea-
spoon -sugar. 2 tablespoons soy
saute and 1 tablespoon dry
sherry; gradually stir in 2
chicken bouillon cubes dis-
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Monday, March 28
Rangers and Rangerettes
will have a pizza party at
Pagliai's from 6:30 to 7:30 p.
m.
' Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
p. m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p. in.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the club
house.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a,
m. to three p. m.
Meals for Senior Citizens
will be at North 2nd Center at
twelve noon.
Flea Market will begin at
nine a. in. at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock and Ex-
position Center. No admission
and the public is invited.
Doubleheader baseball
game with Murray with North
Dakota at one p. m. and with
University of Chicago at three
p. in. at Reagan Field.
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at
East Calloway Elementary
School at 7:30 p. in. with
coaches and players of
_baseball and__track,  teams as
guests. ..
Tuesday, Mardi 29
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven -p. m.
Carter Schnol PTA will meet
at the school cafeteria at
seven p. m. with science
projects to be on display.
Blood River Acteens will
have a mission study ...a
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at seven p. in.
Tuesday, March 29
Murray Sub-District Youth
Fellowship will meet at the
First United Methodist
Church, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a. m. and shopping
from ten a. in. to four p. m.
Murray State will play
North Dakota at one p. m. and
University of Chicago at three
p. m. at Reagan Baseball
Field.
Senior recital by James C.
Patton, Muldraugh, trumpet,
will be at 8:15 p. m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU,
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. in. at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
froni ten a. in. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens.
Wednesday, March 30
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at nodn at the Oaks
Country Club, Call Ada
Roberts or Freda Butterworth
by Tuesday noon for reser-
vations. Bridge will be at nine




and First Grade for fall 1977
will be at both schools from
eight a.m. to three p.m.
'Thursday, March 31
American Cancer Society
Crusade Open House for all
volunteers to get packets will
be at Holiday Inn, Murray,
from nine a.sn. to five p.m.
Never open the door auto-
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One of the most outrageous
forms of discriminatipn-ip our
country is that practiced by
society against the man or
woman over 65 who still wants
and needs work. Congress
says, in effect, that we don't
want such people on our em-
ployment rolls. So, if a man is
lucky enough to find a job after
age 65, and he earns more than
$2,760 .per year, he will be
penalized.
The penalty comes into effect
through a reduction in social
security benefits. For each $2
earned above $2,760 in any
year, $1 of social security
benefits will be forfeited until
all such benefits are finally
eliminated.
Note that this penalty applies
only to earned income. If a per-
son-h-as-been-sufficiently_s uc-
cessful during his working
years to accumulate capital, he
may enjoy the income from his
investments without penalty.
This is the opposite from our
IWARTLINE .,-
HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. Lf you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I know that a person
must pay some money when they first
enter the hospital and are on Medicare.
If I go into the hospital, how much will I
have to pay first? R.L.
ANSWER: Under present Medicare
regulations, a person going into the
hospital must pay the first $124 of his
hospital bill. Medicare will then take
care of all covered services for the next
taxing philosophy, which
currently taxes unearned in-
come at a higher maximum
rate than earned income 170
per cent versu,s 50 per cent).
Many older people, forced in-
to premature retirement at the -
arbitrary age of 65, find that
their incomes are •in fact in-
' suTfIcient to provide them with
the good life they once enjoyed.
The social security forfeiture
provisions may be a minor bur-
den to those who can overcome
employment obstacles and still
work continuously to pull down
major incomes. But for those
who are able to work only at
low rates, and not continuously,
the present law is crushing.
The worst situation is to earn
more than $230 per month,..but
less than twice one's monthly
benefit. These people — the
ones who most need In -sup-
plement their incomes — are
those most discriminated
against. For them, it may
amount to near total con-
fiscation of their earnings, sin-
ce they will be subject to tax on
this earned income, while
losing another 50 per cent of it
in reduced social security
benefits.
This is a cruel and unjust law.
It ought to be changed.
—Somerset, Ky. Commonwealth
Journal
60 days of hospital care.
For a complete understanding of
. what the Medicare program covers,
Headline has Aevelopeel a book called
"Heartline'a Guide to Medicare." This
book covers the .entire Medicare
program and also ha 4 a sample claim
form with complete initructions on how
to fill it out. This book is in easy-to- 4
understand, question-and-answer form •
with large print.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book
is completely guaranteed — if not
satisfied, return it and your money will
be refunded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have just received a
check for Supplemental Security
Income payments which I was owed for
the past months. If I put this in the bank
will it increase my resources? S.T.
ANSWER: This money will be
counted as a resource beginning with
the second calendar quarter ( three-
month period ending March, June,
September, or December of each year
following the quarter it was received.
For example: if you received the
payment in December, any of it you
still have on hand will be counted as a
resource in the April-through-June
quarter. Resources totaling more than
$1,500 for an individual or $2,250 for a
couple would prevent you from
receiving Supplemental SeCurity
Income payments.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare cover a
breast prosthesis after a mastectomy?
ANSWER: Yes.
HEARTLINE: If I meet my
deductible in one state and move to
another state where there is a different







By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — Income tax time
always raises some questions in the
minds of Kentuckians, particularly
among older persons, as to what
happens with joint bank accounts and
safety deposit boxes when the husband
or wife dies.
There is ample state law and cases
adjucated through the Supreme Court
that establish the rights of the survivor
in all cases, with or without a will.
On joint bank accounts, the survivor
has the right to write checks almost
immediately provided it is listed Mr. or
Mrs. The word "or" denotes sur-
vivorship under Kentucky law ac-
cording to Bruce McCutchen in the
inheritance tax division of the
Department of Revenue.
However, a representative of the
Kentucky Department of Revenue,
usually the county Property Valuation
Administrator, must certify the
balance in the bank account and give
the bank a'release for the survivor to
write checks on the account. This is for
inheritance tax purposes. This usually
can be done within a single day.
Where the husband and wife have a
-joint lease," both entitled to enter a
safety epos; -box, the- box--is- sealed.-
The designated representative -of the
survivor must have a representative of
the Revenue Department, again the
PVA, to take an inventory of the box for
inheritance tax purposes.
In Kentucky, which is a joint property
,state, the wife automatically gets half
of the estate in case there is no will. For
example, an estate of $100,000, in-
cluding real property, cash, stocks and
bonds, etc., the wife would get $50,000,
and $20,000 of this would be tax exempt,
but she would have to pay inheritance
tax on $30,000 which would amount to
$700 in this example. The tax graduates
higher on the remaining $50,000. A
minor or incompetent child gets $10,000
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
One of the toughest and most Val
tasks facing us today is providing help
to those who really need it, while
guarding against, those who would
cheat the welfare system.
There's an increasingly popular term
for this job. We hear it mentioned all
the time and in Kentucky Government
we are making it mean something. It's
called welfare reform.
The whole program of welfare in this
nation has a bad name. And the sad
irony is that the people who really need
the help are not responsible for
welfare's poor reputation. It is those
who do not need help and cheat to get
the benefits who make the public
question the whole system.
The worst part of all is that when one
dollar is paid to someone who doesn't
deserve it, that means one dollar less
for someone, who needs it badly or a
dollar which in effect was stolen from
the taxpayers. It happens a lot. Hardly
a day goes by when we do not hear
about or read about or see on television
a story about how someone cheated the
welfare system.
Government has a responsibility to
be compassionate to those who need its
care. The handicapped, the aged, the
poor who cannot help themselves and
the forsaken all require our help
through a system that is efficient and
does not dehumanize those it must help.
Meantime, much of welfare's poor
image stems from its endless paper-
work, its time-consuming Process of
checking and double checking only to
find those who deserve its benefits least
often get the quickest results. If a single
function of government could be held up
as the ,prime example of inefficient
bureacracy and mind-boggling red
tape, it would be our welfare system at
all levels of government.
I believe in the work ethic. I believe
you do, too. I was raised on the
philosophy that there is something very
good and rewarding about working4o-..
provide for the needs of one's family.
Every able-bodied person ought to work
for a living.
There is much that is wrong with a
cycle of welfare that moves. from one
The 'hurray Ledger & Times
month, payable in'advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Iliirdin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky.. and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $17.50 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $32.50
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
generation to the next, from one family
down to the next. It helps no one. It does
not help those who receive the benefits,
and it doesn't do much for the fellow
who pays for welfare through his tax
dollars.
We must not accept large-scale
welfare as a norm that continues
without question. We must look at it as
a problem which needs correcting.
When I took office more than two
year ago, I identified four major
problem areas to which I would devote
my full efforts toward solution.
They are: improving our Com-
monwealth's economy; upgrading our
system of public education;
streamlining the structures of gover-
nment; and welfare reform.
I believe we are doing much about
our economy by creating new jobs for
our people and expanding the markets
for our products. We have already
improved our system of elementary
and secondary education and we have
created a task force on education which
has been charged with making
recommendations for legislative action
that will hopefully provide our young
people with job related skills.
I have before me now a report of a
study group I appointed that believes as
I do that much can and should be done
to get our education processes aimed at
educating and training for jobs that
exist.. for the work there is to be done.
Believe .me, if that can begin to
happen, then we will be able to get
people off welfare and to work. Ken-
tucky is 44th in the nation in per capita
income.. We are .50th — last — in
educational attainment for persons 25
years old and older. Our school dropout
rate is one of the highest in the nation. It
is no accident that we are faced with
these sad statistics and With mounting
welfare costs at the same time. There is
a direct relationship between a poor
educational system and poverty. When
we improve the opportunity for
education we are convinced that we will
reduce poverty.
Most Kentuckians. believe as I do that
work is not a curk'and that there are
thousands of our fellow citizens who
want to be trained to work, who want to
earn their. living rather than exist an a
regular rpliblic dole. No man has full
self-respect, nor can he hold his head
high if he does not have the opportunity
to provide for himself and his family.
Our present welfare system, has
almost destroyed personal initiate ;
the American Dream for a better' life
through sheer determination. We must
strive to restore that initiative, It won't
come quickly, but it must come
sometime and I am convinced that
serious attention to this problem is long
overdue._
exemption and adult children get a
$5,000 exemption before inheritance tax
starts. The wife would not pay any
inheritance tax on the $50,000 or her
- We of the proverty. The amount of tax,
of coury—depends upon who receives
the prOkerty and how many are in-
volved as heirs. If there were enough
children concerned in the $100,000
estate, it could all be tax exempt.
In any event, an estate tax form must
be filed with the Revenue Department
even if no tax is owed.
Some people are concerned, thinking
that they must wait until the will is
probated or settled before the survivor
can check on the bank account or get
into the safe deposit box. This can be
true of part of the estate, but the sur-
vivor does have access to the checking
account for all living expenses. All bills
must be paid, the inheritance tax form
filed, etc.
Where the home is owned in the name
of both the wife and husband, the home
automatically • goes to her "under
contract" and not by the will. The same
is true of insurance policies where a
beneficiary is named and not the estate.
Lawyers all say that everyone should
have  a will Estates are mucitea.sierle!
settle when a will is left, for it usually
spells out exactly how the property is to
be divided among the survivors.
A person doesn't necessarily have to
have a lawyer to draw a will, but it is
advisable if there is much estate.
A person can write his own will, very
simply. Or, a husband and wife can
draw a joint will, simply stating in case
of death that "all the property owned
goes to the survivor."
111.%
10 Years Ago
Robert Perry was named as
president of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce. New directors are Robert
Moyer, Henry Fulton, Gene Landolt,
Robert Carpenter, and Guy Billington.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Myrtle
Jonts,`Mrs. J. D. (Louella) Peterson,
Mrs. Dole Canter Pullen, Mrs. Eula
Allbritten Gordon, Nathaniel McCoyle,
and Purn Nance.
The Junior High Chorus, the Senior
High Girls Chorus, and the High School
Mixed Chorus, all of Murray High
School, received superior ratings at the
Music Festival held at Murray State
University. Mrs. John Bowker is
director.
Edward Overbey, son of Sen. and
Mrs. George E. Overbey, has been
admitted to the practice of law by the
Kentucky Court of Appeals. He has
been practicing in the state of Ohio for
the past several years, but will now be
with his father and [neither, William
Donald Overbey, in the firm, Overbey,
Overbey and Over bey, Murray.
Attending the Girls Auxiliary Queen's
Court at Georgetown College were
Debbie Kelly, Donna Shirley, Cindy
Humphreys, Kathy Lockhart, and
Debbie Jones, GAs, Susan Tesseneer,
TWA, and Mrs. Velma Wisehart and
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer, GA Directors,
First Baptist Church.
20 Years Ago
Pictured today is the student body of
Cohoon School in the year 1905. Elbert
Lassiter was the teacher.
"From the looks of the air con-
ditioners coming to Murray, this should
be a great year air conditioning
dealers," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Papa Dill of Hazel was honored with a
surprise dinner on his 79th birthday at
his hoitie.
Harry Morton of the Wiswell com-
munity is featured in his new walk-thru
milk parlor in the advertisement for the
Ryan Milk Company.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
-The Big Land" starring Alan Ladd,




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Central billing for city utilities is
-ftenring a reality after many months of
preliminary planning and hard work on
the part of local officials and city
employes.
The first combined bills of the
Murray Natural Gas System and the
Murray Water & Sewer System will be
ready for mailing on April 30. In ad-
dition, the Murray Electric System,
even though it will still bill separately
for its services, is joining the other
utilities in central collection so that
bills to all three utilities may be paid at
the city's central billing office, Fifth
and Poplar, or at the electric system
building.
This program will undoubtedly
provide savings forConsumers and the
city alike. We're glad it's finally being
instituted.
0+0
It occurred to us the other day that
we've been typing by the touch system
for so many years we have no idea
where the various keys are.
We used to know but we don't
anymore. Now our fingers know, and
they do the job automatically. What
would you call that, muscle memory?
Or -do- artatrbUewoae-we think -with our
fingers instead of our brain? (An an-
swer to that last question is not
necessariry invited.) - - --
0+0
At last count, Walter Cavanagh of
Santa Clara, Calif. held 802 credit cards
in good standing, enough to win him a
spot in the Guinness, Book of World
Records, reports the Santa Rosa Press
Democrat.
Cavanagh, a pharmacist, found that
one department store was not im-
pressed: It recently turned him down
for credit because his potential
charging power was too great.
0+0
Kangaroos can travel as fast as 44
miles per hour without gettingwinded.
(So, avoid being hustled into a
marathon race by a kangaroo!
Bible Thought
Spiritual values are the reverse of
the world's value system; self al-
ways comes last k n Cod's bookkeep-
ing system
Create in me a dean heart, 0





A baseball doubleheader will be
played today in Reagan Field. Murray
State will meet North Dakota at 1 p. m,
and the University of Chicago at 3p. m.
A senior recital by James C. Patton,
Maldra ugh, trumpet, will begin at 8:15
p. m in the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Wednesday, March 30
A baseball doubleheader will be
played today in Reagan Field. Murray
State will meet North Dakota at 1 p. m.
and the Universityof Chicago at 3 p. m.
Thursday, March 31
The Regional Future Business
Leaders of America Conference will be
held from 8 a. m. until 8 p. m. in Lovett
Auditorium. More than 700 high school
u e its are expected to-participate in -
a wide variety of competition.
The Murray State Racers will play a
baseball doubleheader today in Reagan
Field. The first game will be played
against North Dakota at 1 p. m. and the
second against Purdue at 3 p. m.
Friday, April 1
The Popcorn Bonanza, sponsored by
the Murray Optimist Club and the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center will begin at 7 p. m. The ac-
tivities include a dance and the
selection of a Popcorn Queen. The
admission is $2 per person at the door.
For additional information contact Bill
Cherry at the Exposition Center, 753-
8890. A portion of the proceeds will go to
the Calloway County High School
football program.
A senior voice recital by Sara Tate,
Bowling Green, will begin at 8:15 p. m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Fine
Arts Center.
Friday, April 1 through
Sunday, April 3
The Murray State's golfing Racers
Will be at Cape Coral, Fla., competing
in the Cape Coral Invitational Tour-
nament.
Friday, April 1 through
Wednesday, April 13
The exhibitions in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center will
include: An exhibit of graphic design by
a number of artisti participating in a
graphic design invitational; a Ken-
tucky Arts Commission show en local
light photography made in Kentucky;
an exhibit on metal-smithing and
jewelry by a number of artists, and the
following student exhibi,ts; Graphics by
Elizabeth Lynn York, Hopkinsville;
weavings and textiles by Sabrina Gail
Shaw, LaCenter: and photography by
Norita A Clements. Paducah. The
Gallery hours are Mondays through
Fridays, 7:30 a. m. to 9 p. m.; Satur-
days, 10 a. m. to 4 p. m., and Sundays, 1
p. m. to 4 p. m. The public is invited to
view all the exhibits.
Saturday, April 2
The Popcorn Bonanza will continue
today at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. Today's ac-
tivities include a four-wheel pull, tennis
and softball tournament, cornbread
and beans dinner and a Bluegrass
music festival. A portion of the
proceeds will go to the Calloway County
High School football program. The
activities are sponsored by the Optimist
Club and the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. Admission
prices are: four-wheel pull — $4 per
j3 for children; Bluegrass
Festival — $2 per person; Dinner — $2
per person. For additional information
contact Bill Cherry at the Exposition
Center.
The American College Test (ACT)
will be given in Room 208 of Faculty
Hall, beginning at 8:30a. m.
The Murray State Racers will par-
ticipate in a baseball doubleheader
today in Reagan Field. The Racers will
play North Dakota at 1 p. m. and Brown
at 3 p. m.
The Murray Civic Music Association
will present the Villela Dance Company
at 8:15 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is by Civic Music mem-
bership card or Murray State student
ID card.
Alpha Gamma Delta International
will hold its Reunion Day Dinner. All
members in the area are invited. To
make reservations contact Melva Holt
at 762-2146.
Saturday and Sunday,
April 2 and 3
A four-team tennis meet will be held
at the University courts on Chestnut
Street. The four teams are Murray
State University, University of Ten-
nessee at Chattanooga, Memphis State
and Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville.
Sunday, April 3
A baseball doubleheader will be
played at Reagan Field today. Murray
State will meet Purdue at 1 p. m. and
Brown University at 3 p. m.
A senior Voice recital by Frances
Beard of Paducah will be held at 2 p. m.
A joint senior recital by Nancy
Bruington, soprano. Brandenburg. and
Eddie Pawlawski, trombone, Bran-
denburg will be held at 3:30 p. m. Both
recitals will be in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
Let's Stay Well
New Anti-Tooth Decay Product
Q: Mr PI. asks for informa-
tion about treating the surface of
teeth to prevent their decay.
A: Treating the surface of
children's teeth with a fluoride
solution to harden the enamel
has been practiced for years.
This same principle has been
u*ed in toothpaste so that
fluoride would be regularly ap-
plied durtng brushing of the
teeth
More recently, a plastic rwan-
based material has been tested
to cover children's molar or
grinding teeth. This substance
By F11.. Blingarne, Ml)
coats the outside of the teeth.
especially the grooves and
fissures in these hack teeth
where Most cavities occur The
coating helps to protect the
alkaline enamel from the acid -
Miming bacteria. However, this
form of tooth decay prevention
in children is only in,..t.be
research stage at this time and Ls
not generally avplable frdler—s A: Trained dietitians usually
dentists. 'are in short supply and can find
Oral hygiene cont Ines to he the ready employment in almost any
best approach -- regular brush- community across the nation. in-
ing and flossing, low sugar in 1erest in proper nutrition is in-
take anct periodic dental creasing
checkups
. •
Need for Dietitians Grows
Q: Nts J B.. a high shoot
senior, thinks that she would like
to he a dietitian. She asks if per-
som with proper training can
find work opporturuties in this
pmfesaon
Blasingame
A dietitian takes the scientific
facts of nutrition and applies
them in artful ways to provide
quality foxts. These are corn-
bined attractively to encourage
people to obtain a balanced,
complete diet
I suggest that you write to the
American Dietetis Associatton,
430 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago. 111. 60611, for more
detailed information regarding
the educational requirements





















































BUNT TRY- Al luigs, Murray State's fine centerfielder from Paducah St. Mary, digs for firstafter trying a drag bunt that went foul. The bunt was in the first game of Saturday's twinbill withMiddle Tennessee.
LONDON, Ky. t AP) — "It's
our first title but not our last,"
several members of the
Laurel County girls'
basketball team said as their
chartered bus pulled into this
southeastern Kentucky city.
As the the newly-crowned
state champions alighted from
the bus — to be swallowed up
by the waiting crowd — one
spectator remarked, "This is
a Sunday nobody will forget."
The team stayed overnight
in Richmond after defeating
basket and did a victory lap




came in the last five seconds
when Lisa Collins, a 5-7 fresh-
man forward, stepped to the
foul line and sank two free
throws.
Earlier, with 1:21 to go and
Laurel County trailing by 46-
42, Miss Collins swiped the
ball, went in for a layup, and
was fouled in the act of
action-packed game.
When the final buzzer
sounded, the Laurel County




Four year job shop ex-
perience, veterans with
machine shop ex-




She made both bonus free
throws to pull Laurel County
within two points of Paris.
The ball changed hands five
times in the final 50 seconds
before the score was tied and
Miss Collins was fouled.
The-44-year-old youngster,
who had been shooting 76.7 per
cent from the line, stepped up
to the stripe and let fire,
winning the game for her
teammates.
Miss Collins finished the
night with 12 points but failed
to make the 13-member All-
State Tournament team.
-That disappointed me,"
she_said. "but I'll always be
able to remember what I did
for the team and that's what's
important."
Debbie Johnson of Tates
Creek was chosen for the Billy
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
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Joe Mansfield Award, given to




She averaged 32 points in
two tournament games,
running second only to Donna





The 'Murray State tennis
team fell to 1-4 by losing three
matches over the weekend at
Indiana State.
Murray was blanked 9-0 by
Miami of Ohio and lost 8-1 to
Indiana State. Jeff Leeper
won his number three singles
match for the only Murray
State win against the hosts.,
In their third match, the
Racers led 4-2 aftei the Singles
play had ended butdropped all
the doubles matches and lost
5-4 to Eastern 'Kentucky,
which is the favored team in
the OVC this year..
Eastern didn't have much
success against the other two
teams either. Easter lost 7-2 to
Miami of Ohio and 8-1 to In-
diana State.
Del Purcell won at number
one in the singles, Jeff Leeper
at three, Sam Pruitt at five
and Tom Lie at six against
Eastern.
Thursday, the Racer netters
will be at UTM.
This weekend, some of the
top tennis in this part of the
country will be in Murray for a
quadrangular.
Teams on hand for the
Saturday-Sunday matches





Price of each bin includes an outside ladder,
drying floor with steel floor support, 11" Auger
tube and sump transition, 24" 7.5 H.P. fan with
controls.




Route 4, Murray Phone 753-3897
- Offer Expires June 1. 1977
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA 1AP ) — After
slowing down Nevada-Las
egas, o Tarbruia wilt try-
to speed up Marquette.. That's
Coach Dean Smith's plan for
the NCAA basketball
championship game tonight.
Al McGuire's game plan is
much simpler — go for the
Youlve--get--to-eut-off thq-
head for the body to die," says
the Marquette coach.'
Translated, that •means
Marquette will have to
decapitate Phil Ford.
"Ford's dynamite," said
McGuire. "No one will ever
know the full value of North
Carolina's 'four-eorner-
lense'. until Ford leaves. We'll
have to short-stop Ford. We'll
have to be very patient."
Patience, of course, is the
virtue that got Marquette into
tonight's big contest at the
Omni, which starts at 8:15
p.m. EST. The seventh-ranked
Warriors play painstaking
basketball, calculating each
move on the court With
computer-like efficiency.
This tedious, deliberate
style paid off in Saturday's
semifinals, when the Warriors
nipped North Carolina-
Charlotte 51-49 on Jerome
Whitehead's last-second shot.
Smith, whose fifth-ranked
team held Nevada-Las Vegas
to its second lowest point total
of the seasOri tAaturdarS14-
83 victory, is rogni7ant of the
Marquette' tempo.
"I'm very concerned about
forcing tempo," he said
Sunday at a news conference.
"I'd much rather slow a team,
doa thau, veeri it up You 
__can't force Q1411641'16' to play.
There's no 30-second clock in
basketball."
- There,is, however, the:fast_
break -- and Smith
acknowledges, -We like to do
that a lot." _
McGuire will be looking for
that. as well as North
Carolina's staried--Ilatir--
corner offense.:' And it IS an 
()Tense, despite some nIon
to the contrary.
"People have miscon-
ceptions about the four cor-
ners," said Smith. "They
think it's a stall. But actually,
it isn't It's designed to get
easy layups, draw fouls and
tire out the other team's
defense, as well as run out the
clock."
-It really opens up a lot of
scoring opportunities," added -
guard John Kuester. "We've
been very effective with it —
especially with Phil Ford, the
best guard in America."
The spread formation, with
a player in each corner of the
court and Ford orchestrating
-in-the-renterT has provided a
lot of anguish for the Tar
Heels' opponents this year.
Nevada-Las Vegas was hurt
by it Saturday when North
Carolina got a lot of back-door
baskets by freshman Mike
O'Koren, who wound up with 
31 points.
Ford," considered by many
to be the best guard ever to
piny _for. the_ Tar Heels, has
been directing the formation
in recent games despite an
injured right elbow. He
sustained a hyperextended
elbow in the East Regionals
_ against Nam_ Dame _ -and
reinjured it during a practice
fast week.
"The elbow feels great,"
Ford said Sunday. "I thought
that after Saturday's game I'd
wake up today with some pain.
But it seems to be okay."
While trying to hold Ford in
check, the Warriors also will
be attempting. to direct the
game's pace with their
paralyzing ball-control of-
fense.
While the Warriors put you
to sleep with their offense,
they can put you away for
good with their tremendous
firepower up front.
"They're probably .114, best
rebounding team in the nation
this year," said Smith,
'maybe the-besiitiany year"
AS well as acknowledging"
Marquette's obvious physical
capabilities, Smith also
stressed a possible emotional
edge that the Warriors may
have.
"1 -knew -they41-liti-4w-fee-44.116.4kiu..
MeGuire's last game," he
said.
Along with the usual drama
of a national championship.
McGuire's retirement has
added more electricity to the
proceedings. The veteran
coach announced earlier this
year that he. VMS  leaving
basketball to go into private
business.
Prior to the title game,
Nevada-Las Vegas and North
Carolina-Charlotte will meet
in the third-place contest at
-ALsellatiLltcniacLaL._ - • 
more than 16,000 will jam the
Omni while a projected 43
million more watch on
natiOnal television. •
April 2, 1977
at 8:00 p.m. at
the Douglas Gymnasium
The Douglas All Stars
Will Play
Murray Fire Dept. Team
Also
Marshall Co. Special Olympic Team
Will Play Calloway Co. Special
Olympic Team
All proceeds will go to send the Special Olympicteam to the 5 State Great Lakes Tournament in
Michigan City Indiana on April 13th. All
donations will be appreciated.
The most exciting. news since if ide-Track.
The year was 1959. And Pontiac
was making. big news with -its-
revolutionary new Wide-Track
design. An important innovation
that gave full-sized Pontiacs
smooth, stable ride. A Pontitc
tralemark eser since.
Wide- t rat ratRi played a rote in
Pontiac" rapidly grossing
The Phoh One. Bonneville 8,,iintham 4-Door Sedan
The Sporty One Bctnnevitte 1-Door Coupe
Olds- Pontiac - Cadillac,
'Satisfied Customen Are One
Main Concern"
1406 West Main- 753-5315
reputation for gry.at.sterformance.
Indeed, in one glorious year, 1960.
Pontiac swept three major stock
car championships: the NHRA
_Grand National, the Darlington
500 and the grueling Pike's Peak__
Hill Climb.
Years and sFirer.—Tr—ch-aw—
pionships later, Pontiac was still
combining that great performance
with some of the hottest styling to
ever come out of Detroit. Cars like
the electrifying '66 Pontiac 2+2
with its 189 CID V-8.
Now for 1977, Pontiac is making
history once again. With the most
dramatically redesigned full-sized
Pontiacs ever. If's -the most eli-
citing news since Wide-Track.
the Practit al One ( atalma 4-Door Sedan I
See Them On Display at
_
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COMING IN-This pitch by southpaw Andy Rice of the 'Breds gets ready to break down and in
for a called strike. Rice hurled four-hit ball to give Murray State a 3-1 over Middle in the second
game of their league twinbill Saturday at Reagan Field.
(Staff Photos by Mao Orandon)
ij Bulls Move Ahead For Final
Playoff Spot, Edge By 'Cavs
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Chicago Bulls' charge
-1'...into the National Basketball
:-„Association playoffs continues
high gear.
The Bulls, considered dead
after stumbling to a 2-14
-: record in the opening month of
season, reached a
:milestone on their comeback
:trail Sunday night when they
;:heat the injury-riddled
::rleveland Cavaliers 95-90
:1,13efore a crowd of 19,757 at
:-:.Chicago Stadium.
The victory, coupled with
;;Kansas City's 139-129 loss at
:tlan Antonio earlier Sunday,
%lifted the Bulls one-half game
*-;ahead of the Kings in the race
:::for the sixth and final playoff
-erth in the Western Con-
ference.
Seattle, the third team in the
scramble, lost to Phoenix 121-
., 200 and dropped 2',2 games• 
hack.
"I don't want to think about
the playoffs just yet," said
• Bulls Coach Ed Badger, "even
though I know we have
momentum. We have three
top teams meeting us -
Philadelphia Tuesday, Boston
Wednesday and Denver
Friday. I hope we'll ..have
enough momentum for the
playoff stretch."
One month into the season
the Bulls were in disarray.
They lost 13 games in a row,
rookie hopeful Scott May was
,sidelined with mononucleosis,
:new center Artis Gilmore was
labeled a disappointment and
Badger's qualifications to
'coach a pro team were being
widely questioned.
They have been fighting an
uphill battle ever since - and
they have been winning it. The
Bulls have won eight games in
a row and 17 of their last 20.
Chicago took a 12-point lead
against the Cavs as team
captain Norm Van Lier scored
14 of his season-high 27 points
in the third period, but needed
six points in the final 512
minutes by Gilmore to stave
off a Cleveland rally. Gilmore
finished with 23 points and
Wilbur Holland had 20,
Spurs 139, Kings 129
The Kings' loss to San
Antonio was their third of the
weekend. Larry Kenon was-
the big man for the Spurs with
a career-high 43 points and 20
rebounds.
Suns 121, Sonics 100
Guards Ron Lee scored 33
points and Paul Westphal
added 29 as the Suns put the
game away with a big third
period.
Pistons 115, Rockets 100
Marvin Barnes scored 16 of
his 20 points in the third
period, leading the Pistons to
victory, but late in the game
he collided with Houston's
bwight Jones, fell to the floor
and suffered a fractured left
hand.
76ers 128, Blazers 116
Portland committed 21
turnovers in the first half, fell
behind 59-50 and never caught
up as Julius Ervin g scored 26
points for -Philadelphia- and
George McGinnis 22
Jazz 119, Pacers 118; 2 OT
Nate Williams scored seven
of New Orleans' 11 points in
the second overtime. A
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jumper by Williams with 42
seconds remaining tied the
score, then he hit a free throw
with 29 seconds left, giving the
Jazz their winning margin.
James McElroy scored 37
points for New Orleans.
Knicks 109. Bullets 95
. Washington saw its four-
game winning streak snapped
as the Knicks scored eight
straight points in the third
period for a decisive 72-61
lead. Earl Monroe filled the
void left by the absence of
injured Bob McAdoo and Walt
Frazier with 31 points.
Celtics 114, Nets 100
Boston stretched a five-
point third-quarter advantage
to 106-88 with five minutes to
play in beating the lowly Nets.
Jo Jo White led the way with
24 points while Nets forward
Mike Bantom scored 31.
Nuggets 115, Warriors 109
Denver led by 14 points at
halftime but needed two
baskets by Jim Price and a
stuff by Bobby Jones in the
final 49 seconds to win. It was
only Denver's fourth victory
in the last 13 games.
Lakers 92, Braves 89
Los Angeles moved 5',2
games ahead of Portland in
the Pacific Division by taking
the lead to stay early in the
fourth period against Buffalo,
then holding on as rookie
forward Tom Abernethy
scored five points in the
closing minutes. Buffalo's
Randy Smith led all scorers
with 36 points.
_ Murray 12,4 On Season, 1-1 in OVC
Rice Hurls Four-Hit Gem To
Give 'Breds Twinbill Split
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
What happens when a
baseball team gets a total of
six hits in a doubleheader?
Usually, that team loses two
games. But,
team doesn't have an Andy
Rice on the mound either.
Rice, a sophomore lef-
thander from Evansville,
twirled a -four-hitter- -vrhile-
Terry Brown and Bill
Wagoner supplied the of-
Pro Cage
Standings




W L Pct. GB
Philphia 45 28 .616
Boston 39 35 .527 6'2
NY Knks 34 40 .459 11'2
Buffalo 28 45 .384 17
NY Nets 21 53 .284 242
Central Division
Houston 46 29 .613 -
Washton 43 31 .581 22
S Anton 42 33 .560 4
Cleve 39 35 .527 62
N OrIns 32 42 .432 13'2
Atlanta 29 46 .387 17
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divisinn _
Denver 45 29 .608 -
Detroit 42 33 .560 3,2
Chicago 39 35 .527 6
Kan City 39 36 .520 6'2
Indiana 32 43 .427 132
Milwkee 27 49 .355 19
Pacific Division
Los Ang 48 27 .640 -
Portland 43 33 .566 5'2
(;oldn St 41 34 .547 7
Seattle 37 38 493 11
Phoenix 29 45 392 182
Saturday's Results
Washington 98 New York
Knicks 92
Cleveland 99, Atlanta 94
Sunday's Results
Boston 114, New York Nets
109
New York Knicks 109, Wash-
ington 95
New Orleans 119, Indiana 118,
2 OT
Philadelphia 128, Portland 116
San Antonio 139, Kansas City
129
Denver 115, Golden State 109
Detroit 115, Houston 100
Chicago 95, Cleveland 90
Los Angeles 92, Buffalo 89






The Murray State women's
track team scored 12 points
and finished 11th out of a field
of 21 teams Saturday at the
Memphis State Invitational.
The best event for the Racer
women was the 100-meter
hurdles where Karen Wilson
took third in 14.6 and Betty
Fox fourth in 14.7.
The 440-relay team finished
sixth in 50.3 with Wilson, Fox,
Susan McFarland and Dee
Coleman running the legs.
The two-mile relay team
was sixth, finishing in 10:29.7
with Ivy Chreste, Kathy
Schafer, Patty Bittel and
Carol Schafer running legs in
the event.
The Racer women will be at
Carbondale Saturday fOr a
quadrangular. Also on hand




Raymond Sims of Murray High and Tommy Futrell of
Calloway County have been selected to the All-Purchase
Team.
The team, which is selected by a poll ofrcoaches in the First
Region, was announced by the Padueah Sun-Democrat,
which conducts the poll.
Sims, a 5-11 senior guard, averaged 18 points per game for
the Tigers and played a key role in the 100-93 opening round
state tournament win over Covington Holmes.
Futrell, a 5-9 senior, averaged 21 points per game in
leading Calloway to a 16-15 season, a vast improvement over
the,pwvious year's record of 5-7A.
The All-Purchase team, in order of points in the poll, is as
follows: Delbert Shumpert of Tilghman, Don Hubbard of
Mayfield, Tim Allred of Symsonia, Raymahd Sims of
-1 Murray, Bruce Wyatt of Lowes, Barry Tidwell of Lone Oak,
-Tommy Futrell of Calloway, Steve Elliot of Fancy Farm,
James Whittemore of Symsonia and Tony Deluna of Lone
Oak.
Hubbard and Allred are juniors while the other eight are all
seniors.
Making honorable mention in the poll were Lindsey Hud-
speth, Brett Harcourt, Bill McHugh, Andrea Perry and
Frank Gilliam of Murray High while Mike Wells of Calloway
County also received honorable mention.
In the Louisville Courier Journal, Futrell, Perry and Sims,
all received honorable mention, All-State. The Courier:
Journal selected Shumpert as the top player in the Region
and Sims second.
Futrell 'was tabbed for fifth and Perry for eighth.
•
fensive punch to give Rice a 3-
1 win and Murray a split in
their league twinbill Saturday
at lif(agan Field with Middle
Tennessee.
In the first game, the
Trtitightrreds- -probably
couldn't have thrown the ball
up in the air and hit with a
fungo stick and gotten the ball
out of the infield.
.The 'Breds were about as
flat as they could be as they
had just two hits in being
pounded 8-1 by Middle, the
defending OVC champions.
Rice was by no means
overpowering. He had just one
strikeout and walked three.
But he kept the Blue Raiders"
in check with good control as
he kept the ball down for most
of the game and Middle could
only beat it into the ground.
Rice, whose curve looked
very sharp, gave up his only
run in the top of the third as
Middle used a walk, a double
and a sacrifice fly to score.
In the bottom of the third,
Wagoner, drilled a fastball
deep into left for a solo shot,
tying the game.
With one out in the fifth,
sophomore Robin Courtney
walked then went to second on
a passed ball.
Catcher ban Teel then
unloaded a double into the gap
in leftcenter and it appeared
the 'Breds would take the
lead. But Courtney stopped at
third while Teel went on into
second with a two-bagger.
the -leadoff 4witter
for the 'Breds. then fanned for
the second out of the frame
and it looked as if the Murray
State threat might be over.
But _Terry Brown went with
an outside pitch and ripped it
into the opposite field,
plugging the gap in right-
center, and Courtney and Teel
trotted home, giving Murray a
3-1 -lead. - -
Neither team threatened
again during the game.
Both teams had just four
hits.
In the opener, Middle scored
in the toii of the first when
Murray State first baseman
Don Walker dropped a
doubleplay ball. For the next
four innings, it remained a
pitching duel between Mark
Wezet of the 'Breds and Bob
Hardin of Middle.
But in the top of the fifth,
Ray Nitching of Middle
slammed a one-out homerun
off Wezet then after two were
out, All-Conference ace Rick_
Cheshire of Middle ripped a
solo shot to left and Middle
had a 3-0 lead.
Middle wrapped it up with
five runs in the seventh, using
three walks and four hits.
Murray scored an unearned
run in the home half of the
SitAterlth 143_21 least get on the
scoreboard. The 'Breds had
just two hits in the game; a
leadoff single in the first by
Luigs and a single in the
second by Walker.
Hardin fanned six men and
walked three in going the
route for Middle. Wezet lasted
through six innings and was
charged with sir runs, five of
_which were_earned. He fanned








with his control as he gave up
eight free passes.
Mark Riggins hurled the
last frame, giving up two runs
and two hits. He walked two,
giving Middle Tennessee 10
free passes for the game.
Murray got in two complete
innings against Western
Michigan Sunday and trailed
2-1 when the rains came and
wiped out the game.
In an earlier game Sunday,
Western Michigan won 11-7
over Chicago.
The 'Breds are scheduled to
play North Dakota and
Chicago today. And if the rain
should break for a few hours
f, this afternoon, it's possible for
' a game to be played since
Murray State does have an
infield cover.
Tuesday, the 'Breds will
again play Chicago and North
1-.),Akkta as they will Wed-
nesday. Then on -TgUrssy,
Purdue and Brown come to
town.
This Saturday, the 'Breds
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THE SPACE ABOVE IS THE SIZE OF A U.S. POST
CARD. IT WOULD COST A RETAILER $702.00 TO
MAIL A POST CARD TO EACH FAMILY WHICH
RECEIVES THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES.
This does not take into consideration handling and printing costs. You
can run an ad the approximate size of the post card once a week with
change in copy each week for around $17.00 or every week for about 42
weeks for the same cost of mailing post cards one time!
LOOK AT THE ADVANTAGES
•SMALL COST
•FREQUENCY OF ADVERTISING
.YOU CAN CHANGE COPY REGULARLY.
.YOU HAVE GUARANTEED READERSHIP
•YOU CAN ADVERTISE SPECIFIC ITEMS
...AT THE TIME OF YOUR CHOICE.
•YOU CAN MEASURE RESULTS IMMEDIATELY
.YOU CAN INFORM OLD AS WELL AS NEW
CUSTOMERS ABOUT YOUR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.
•ADVERTISING MAY BE READ AT YOUR
CUSTOMER'S CONVENIENCE.
Your advertisement would be printed and
delivered to over 7800 homes in Calloway Coun-
ty. It would be in company with live, local news
and would encourage people to shop with.0, .
you...increasing your sales and profits.
FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS CALL
1534 919
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Citrus League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Saturday's Results
Philadelphia' (NI 7, St. Louis
NI 1
Houston NiI 3, Minnesota /A)
2
Kansas City IA) 7, Pittsburgh
I Ni. SS, 1
Pittsburgh Ni.( SS, 7, Chi-
cago IA), SS. 0
- Texas /Ai it. Atlanta (N) 7
Montreal IN 9, Cincinnati
'Ni 6
Los Angeles /NI 7, Toronto
I Ni5
Boston Al 15, Detroit Ai 3
Oakland iAi 7, Milwaukee
(Ai 6
• • 4444,--Seattle4At
San Francisco NiI 10, San
Diego 1N)
California (Ai 3, Chicago Ni/ 
0
Baltimore AlI 10, Chicago
A), SS, 0 '
New York- 6, New -leech-
A i 0
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia Ni/ 8, Pitts-
burgh IN) 4
Montreal • tN) -3, Toronto tAt
2, 11 innings
Kanr City- Al- -3*,--Detr
Ai 3, 10 innings
Boston- I A 10, Minnesota 4 A
3
St. Louis IN) 3, Chicago (A)
1
Los Angeles Ni( 5, Houston
Ni4
Atlanta (N) 6, New York (NI
5
Baltimore {A) 12, Texas (Al
8
Cincinnati IN) 4, New York
I Ai 3, 10 innings
Milwaukee AI 5, Oakland
IA) 1
Chicago IN) 9, Cleveland IAi
0
Seattle (A) 5, Arizona State
University 4
San Francisco IN) 12, San
Diego Ni,( split squad, 9
California At 18, San Diego
/NI, split squad, 2
Monday's Games
H6uston I Ni,vs. Montreal 4N)
at Ntlytona Beach. Fla.
Boston (A) vs. Toronto IA) at
Dunedin, Fla.
Texas A) vs:- Minnesota t A
at Orlando, Fla.
Cincinnati (N) vs. St. Louis
N) at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Pittsburgh IN) -vs. Chicago
/A) at Saioasota, Fla.
New York Ni( vs. Los Ange-
les (Isi at Vero Beach, Fla.
Kansas City (A) vs. Atlanta
IN) at West Palm Beach, Fla.
Chicago (N) vs. Oakland. (A I
at Mesa, Ariz.
Cleveland (A) vs. Milwaukee
(A) at Sun City, Ariz.
San Francisco (NI vs. Seattle
(A) at Tempe, Ariz.
California (AI vs. San Diego
(Ni at Yuma, Ariz.
New York IA) vs. Detroit /Al
at Lakeland, Fla., In)
GOLF
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. — Australian Graham
Marsh fired a two-under-par
69 and won the $225,000 Sea
Pines Heritage Classic by one
stroke over Tom Watson.
SKIING
GRANADA, Spain —
Manfred Brunner of Austria
won the parallel slalom event
over countryman Klaus
Heidegar and Austria easily
outdistanced Switzerland in
winning the Nation's Cup.
TOO FAR—Terry Brown of the 'Reeds covered o lot of distance to make this stop bat he's too
for away to make a good throw to first as the Middle Tennessee better legged out the infield hit.
GOT HIM—Robin Courtney skims his mit toward a lunging Rick Cheshire of Middle Tennessee
and makes the tog for the out. The 'Breds split a twinbill with Middle Saturday.
(Stuff Plwri• by Me Brooden)
Two-Mile Relay Team
Gets Second In Meet
The Murray State two-mile
relay team has picked up
where they left off.
In the NCAA Indoor
Championships in Detroit
earlier this month, the Racers
finished fifth in the nation.
They started their outdoor
season Friday at the Florida
Relays and finished second to
a powerful Florida State
team.
The Racers' two-mile relay
team, which consists of three
freshmen and junior Martyn
Brewer, recorded a 7:28.5 for
a new school record.
Tony Keener led off with a
1:54.5 in the 880 while Martyn
Brewer ran the second leg in
an outstanding 1:50.9. Pat








These Tobacco Setters include
Hydromatic Lift and 300 Gallon Water
Capacity. Made by Mechanical Tran-
splanter.
r our Direct Not-line to Farm Machinery At It's Rest.
Just Another Service from Tommy's Equip. It -
Dial Toll Free 753-5299 




JUNCTION 121 AND S DALM ROAD - MAYFIELD
PHONE 2474020 OR 753-7452 AMR 5 P.M.
1:52.5 while Dave Warren
anchored in a superb tune of
1:50.6.
Stan Simmons, on his first
attempt, threw 53-3't for a
new Florida Relays record in
the freshman shotput com-
petition. It was also a personal
best for Simmons who wound
up second in the event as his
record lasted for only a few
minutes.
Also on Friday, Dave Raf-
ferty, who is ineligible this
year, placed sixth in the 800-
meter run with a 1:50.6.
Rafferty, a transfer from
Louisville, was running for the
Mason-Dixon Track Club.
On Saturday, the distance
medley team placed seventh.
Chimes suffered severe shin-
splints and was not able to run
in the event.
Murray finished with a
10:01. Mitch Johnson led off
with a 1:56.0 in the..880 then
Norman Simms followed with
a 48.1 in the 440.
Tony Keener, a freshman
walk-on from Washington D.
C., then stunned everyone as
he blazed the three-quarters in
2:59.5, a pace equal to a sub-
four minute mile.
Dave Warren anchored with
a 4:17.4 in the mile.
In the university division
A's Continue Housecleaning, Deal
Claude!! Washington To Rangers
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The hottest bats in Florida
and Arizona this spring are
wielded by rookies.
Infielder Ray Knight, trying
to earn a spot with Cin-
cinnati's world champions,
singled home the winning run
in the 10th inning as the Reds
edged the New York Yankees
4-3 in an exhibition game that
was referred to as the fifth
— -game of the 1976 WorldSerias.
"Game's over," Cincinnati
• Manager Spark). Anderson
recalled saying aloud when
Knight stepped to the plate.
'The hottest stick in Florida is
— '
Knight leads the Reds with
18 hits and a .450 batting
average, but that pales next-to
the .657 mark of San Francisco
--outfielder-R.Indy. Ft' inn , _who_
drove in three runs with his
-second _and third spring
high jump, Bill Bradford
finished-in fifth by clearing 6-
10. The only other Racer place
in the prestigous Florida
Relays came from Martyn
Brewer who ran a 3:47.7 1500
meters for sixth.. The 1500-
meter time would be ap-
proximately a 4:05.7 mile.
The- biggest disap-
pointments for Coach Bill
Cornell 'came in the 3000-
meter steeplechase. Brian
Rutter ran a 9:24.9 and
Richard Charleston a 9:25.6,
both times being far below par
and of course, both being far
from placing.
Murray had also entered the
sprint medley relay but
Simms got a muscle cramp on
the second leg of the event and
Murray hal4o drop out of the
competitidn.
There were approximately
2,000 athletes from all across
the nation at the Florida
Relays. Some of the top names
included Steve Williams,
Harvey Glance and Marty
Liguori.
This Saturday, the Racers
will face formidable com-
petition as they travel to
Bowling Green for a





The Murray State women's
tennis team improved their
spring record to 3-2 and their
overall mark to 14-6 by win-
ning two weekend matches.
On Friday, the Racer
women netters blanked
Purdue 9-0.
In the singles, Karen Weis
won 6-1, 6-1 at number one
over Jody Ballentine; Sindy
Macovik won 7-5, 6-3 at
number two over Mary. Ann
Shurig; Sandy Macovik won 6-
3,6-1 at number three over Sue
Popplin; Lynn Martin won 7-5,
6-2 over Pane Rogers at
number four; Kathy Lind-
strom won 6-3, 6-0 at number
five .o.yer Jennifer Smiley and
at number six, Ann Ress won
6-2, 6-2 over Mary Mishie.
An extra singles match was
played but it did not count in
the scoring. Murray's
Markaret May won 6-3, 6-3
over Mandy Pastasiel ol
Purdue.
The doubles found Weis and
Sindy Macovik winning 6-3, 6-4
at numlier one over Shurig-
Popplin while at number two,
Sandy Macovik and Martin
won 6-3, 6-2 over Ballentine-
Rogers. .The number three
doubles found Lindstrom-Ress
winning 6-0, 6-2 over Smiley-
Mishie.
Saturday, the Racer women
blanked SIU-Edwardsville 9-0
In singles, -Weis wo t
number one over
Ziegenfuss, 6-2, 3-6, and
the other matches, Si y
Macovik won 6-3, 6-0-, at
number two over Debhie
Hersch; Sandy Macovii won
6-2, 6-0 at number three over
Jeanne Depper; Martin won 6-
2, 6-2 at number four over
Barb Meehan; Lindstrom won
6-4, 6-0 at _number five over
Joy Person and at number six,
Ress won 6-1, 6-0 over Debbie
Patterline.
In the doubles, Weis and
Sindy Macovik combined to
win 6-3, 6-2 over Ziegenfuss
and Hersch at number one
while at number two, Sandy
Macovik and Martin won 6-1,
6-1 over Meehan-Peafson.
The number three doubles
found Lindstrom-Ress of
Murray winning 6-3, 6-0 over
Depper-fatterline.
The Murray State women
netters, coached by Nita
Head, will participate in the
18-team UTM Invitational
Friday and Saturday.
credit rho pitched in the Class
AA Eastern League a year
ago. -
Baltimore's Breoks
Robinson horned in on the
rookies. The veteran third
baseman belted a grand slam
homer as the Orioles outlasted
the Texas Rangers 12-8.
Sore-shouldered Wayne
Garland, Cleveland's $2
homers as the Giants out-
slugged the San Diego Padres
12-9.
As the Reds and Yankees
hooked up for the first timc
since last October, Don Gullett
was a primary part of the
scene. Only the uniform had
changed.
"It was different," admitted
Gulled, who played out his
option with the Reds and
signed a six-year, $2 million
contract with the Yen.kees• He
pitched six innings and left
with the score tied 3-3.
Another rookie, Boston
pitcher Bob Stanley, won a
spot on the Red Sox' ZS-man-
resistor season roster by
hurling five strong innings in a
10-3 victory over the Min-
nesota Twins.
"This is great, just great,"
said  _Stanley,_ a 22-year-old
right-hander with just 6'J
minor league games to his
triumph over the Detroit
Tigers.
—Keith Hernandez,. batting
.400 in the spring, homered as
the St.Louis Cardinals downed
the Chicago White Sox 3-1.
—Mike Marshall, making
his first exhibition ap-
pearance, was tagged for five
hits and three runs but the
Atlanta Braves edged the Newmillion free agent pitcher,
York Mets 6-5 on Brianmade his second .spring ap-
Asselstine's 10th-inning_marazice and first since d,,thlp.antan error_
March 10, allowing Tour hits -
and two runs in two innings as




seven strong innings as the
California Angels routed a
split squad of San Diego
Padres 10-2.
—Darrell Porter's two-run
trfe—iii-ThelOth Wring' -gave- --to-- --Arizona - State_ _




Average Antenna is $20, This Radio Costs
Thi, Realistic TRC-468 mobile Only $79.96
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—Don Money's three-run
homer powered the
Milwaukee Brewers past the
Oakland A's 5-1.
—Sam Mejias' 10th-inning
single gave the Montreal
Expos a 3-2 triumph over the
Toronto Blue Jays, and Craig
Reynolds' tie-breaking single
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ARAI EitiEVItit RECAST [
Computers —A Tool For Farm Planning
Kentucky farmers, eager to as a valuable farm planning
--use—new-teelinolagiLICIL_IL& tool.
proving their farming —171rTriai1s7-1-17r
operations, are finding that computer prom for im-
UK's Agricultural Economics proving corn IMA soybeans




ag finance really means."
It was a rough year fot Frank and Jean,
but they found their way through it.
They also found that PCA really is the
dependable source of agriculture credit
... in good times and bad.




Field Office Mgr. Field Representative
Anita McCiallon • Secretary
753-5602
Richaa;t1 Price
The national touting show, PROUD TO BE,
brings you a multi-screen, musical
extravaganza Featuring, in person. the talented and vivacious Allis-
Chalmers hostess Presenting an entertaining look at pride—in America,
in farming and the Rising Power Family from Allis-Chalmers
The latest and greatest in new equipment from Allis-Chalmers see to
yourself why Allis-Chalmers is the Rising Power in Farming'
Fun, food and entertainment are all part of EXPO 77 Don t you or your
family miss it Be ou; guest and soin,the fun




about its use, the response
evident by participation in a
"Kash Profits" workshop held






Iarn4pg operations in- Ken.,
tuck, attended the workshop
— the first of a series. Earlier
in the year, farmers who
participated in the workshop
filled out an information form
about their present operation
level. During the workshop,
the information was fed into a
computer and the resulting
printouts gave suggestions on
how the operations could be
improved. The farmers
received three different
printouts from the computer,
each using different variables.
"What we were trying to do
was help these farmers
develop a base plan," was the
comment of Larry Jones, an
extension agricultural
economics specialist at UK.
"The information provided by
the farmers made it possible
for the computer to formulate
a plan close to their actual
farming setup. Also, the
computer, using resources
available to the farmer, gave
an optimum plan. Most
showed a very large increase
in profit. Some present farm
operations were very close to
the optimum — four or five out
of the 26."
Used as a planning tool,
Kash Profits is a means for
the farmer to determine
possible changes in his
operation. By making
educated guesses and then
running the data through a
computer, the farmer can see
if his gambles will pay off.
Date: Thurs., March 31,1977
Place: Austin-Equipment
Showtime: 6:00p.m.
"It's a lot cheaper to run it
through a computer than bear
actualc.rop_ elPtrLses," Jones
said.
The program is similar to
ones developed in 'Other states,
but has modifications for
Kentucky soil, climate,
cropping practices, yield and
soil fertility levels. The key
feature of the Kentucky
program is that it is specific to
each farmer's individual
cropping conditions and his
available resources : the
farmer submits _ com-
prehensive information About
his operation, acreage, ex-
pected yields, expected costs,
along with other variables,
and, in turn, receives a base
plan. The computer readout
answers questions such as
what acreage should be
devoted to each crop, whether
the farmer should employ
additional labor, and if so, in
what periods of the year; if he
should acquire more equip-
ment, acquire or rent more
land, plus other related fac-
tors.
At a formal evaluation at
the close of the workshop, the
farmer participants were
asked if they intended to use
the suggestions made by the
computer and if they planned
to have their programs
checked by the computer for
the next crop year. The
overall response was in the
affirmative.
Four faculty members from
the agricultural economics
department were directly
involved in planning the
workshop and developing the
"Kash Profits" program —
Jones and Charles L. Moore




economics, and David L.
Debertin, associate professor
of agricultural economics.
The four_ plan_ to conduct in-
terviews with farmers who
participated in the workshop
during the coming year and to
observe the individual
operations and to note any.
changes actually made as a
result of the Kash Profits
program.
The Kash Profits program
will soon be available through
the individual county ex-
tension offices to any farmers
in Kentucky. Farmers who
want to use the program will
be assisted in the compiling of
the input forms by area farm
business personnel, employed
and trained by UK's
Agricultural Economics
Department. A minimal
charge of 825 will be made to
run the input data through a
tovatcr_An the department,
after which the compütprsh
for the farmer's operation will
be returned to him.
Annual Kash Profits
workshops will be conducted
by UK to provide assistance to
the farmers in the in-
terpretation of the computer
readouts.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
When a cut such as pork
blade steaks or beef chuck is
on "special," buy extra pack-
ages and freeze some. Over-
wrap the packages with
treezer wrap that you plan to
store in the freezer. If you
don't have freezer space, buy
two packages. Serve one the
first day and next two days
later. Vary the flavor by
cooking one with vegetables
(tomato and onion) and the
other with fruit (canned
peaches or apple wedges).
FIBER GLASS FIGHTS
SOIL EROSION
NEW YORK 1AP) — The
Federal Highway Adminis-
tration is preventing soil ero-
sion along interstate routes
with a new strand of fiber
glass.
Shot from an air-powered
gun, the sprayed fiber glass,
called Landglas, provides a
low-cost method of protecting
seeded - areas along highways
and in construction sites. De-
veloped by Owens-Corning Fi-
berglas Corp., it has been ap-
plied along roads in 27 states to
date.
. _
The sprayed -fiber glass
strands form a porous mat,
protecting the grass seed un-
derneath from salt and water
run-off during rain storms or
floods. This allows the grass to
develop strong roots as it grows
up through the mat.
Cork used for bottle stoppers,
fishing floats, etc., is the light,
thick outer bark of a certain
kind of .oak.
The fasces, a bundle of rods
containing the projected blade
of an ax, symbolized the au-
thority of an ancient Rornan
magistrate. The word fascism
comes from this symbol.
FOOD
(Reproducible Copy for Weekly Newspapers) above average. Also, frozen




As of mid-March, the supply situation in April is expected to look like
this . . .
RED MEATS
Rawl . . plentifurProdUction to
average at least as large as
record levels of April 1976 and
about 4% above the 1974-76
average for the month. Nonfed
beef output to be down from
year earlier. A slight increase is
expected in fed beef.
Pork. plentiful. Production to
beeeastanalty large and average
20-22% above low level of April




marketings to be about 8%
above the April 1978 record and
12% above the AprIl 1974-78
average.
Eggs . . adequate. April 1977
Output to be up slightly from last
April's level and to approximate
the most recent 3-year average.
Turkeys . . adequate.
Seasonally light new crop
marketing, in April to be about
2% more than a year earlier and
about 7% above the 3-year
average. April 1 cold storage
holdings around 4% more than
last year, but 25% lees than the
3-year average. April supply of
all turkey will be up about 3%
from year earlier.
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
Milk and dairy products . .
plentiful. April milk production to
continue above 1976 levels and
the 3-year average. Seasonal
increase through April should
provide additional supplies for
manufactured products.
Preliminary figures tor Feb.
indicate butter production was
15% higher than Feb. 1976 and
American cheese production up
8%. In Jan nonfat dry milk
production was 7% over last
Januar)? and 4% above the 3-
year average.
Commercial stocks of butter on
Feb. 1 were 48% above the
previous 3-year average and the
highest for this month in almost
a quarter century. Commercial
stocks of American cheese on
Feb. 1 were 21% above the 1974-
76 average. Nonfat dry milk
stocks were 86% above last year
and 16% above the Feb. 13-year
average.
FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS
Fresh citrus frutts and Juices
adequate. Orange production
was reduced 2% from the Feb. 1
forecast but expected to be 1%
above 1975-76. Florida
prospects are slightly lower than
last year. The 1978-77 Florida
and other grapefruit crops to be
only slightly below the 1975-76
level, Lemon production to be
49% above 1975-76 but 10%
lower than the record 1974-75
crop Stocks of Florida frozen
concentrated orange Juice on
Feb. 26 were 20% less than at
same time last year. Juice yields
substantially lower in Florida as
a result of the January freeze
Fresh nondtrus fruits. Winter
pears ... plentiful. As of March 1,
PaCific Coast winter pear
holdings reported by industry at
50% more than March 1, 1976.
Applas . adequate. Cold
storage holdings of fresh apples
on Jan. 31 werel 5%-tessitten-e-
year earlier.
Canned noncitrus fruits . ad-
equate. Jan. 1, 1977 canners'
inventories of paws and fruit
cocktail were 10 and 3% above
the level of a year earlier, but
stocks of cannird applesauce
and poaches were down 13 and
10%.
Raisins . . . light. 1976 pro-
duction was much lower than
year elfliltr -bacatralt
caused heavy crop losses. Dried
prunes . . adequate. California
1976 production estimated 3%
less than last year but 3% above
the 1974 crop.
Processed vegetables ...mostly
adequate with a few item
plentiful. Canned 
sweetil
and green peas . plentiful, On
Feb. 1, 1977, canners' inventory
of sweet corn was 29% above the
1973-75 average, and green
peas. up 45%. On Jan. 31,
holdings of frozen corn-on-cob
and cut corn were 39% and 11%
Peanuts . plentiful.
Commercial stocks on Jan. 31
VOWS 6% lower than a year ago.
1976 production 3% lower than
the record 1975 crop. Almonds
plentiful. California 1976 crop
to be record high, about 44%
more -Mere --frie---44/76cro
Walnuts . . plentiful with 1976
production around 7% less than














Can my employer contribute to
my IRA?
If you are not a participant in a retirement
plan sponsored by your employer, he may con-
tribute to an IRA on your behalf. Although you
must report the amount contributed for you as
income, you may then deduct the contribution
from your gross income.
Can self-employed persons
establish an IRA?
Since 1962, Federal law has permitted self-
employed persons to establish H.R.-10
'retirement plans. However, under an H.R.-10
plan, if a self-employed person wishes to con-
tribute on his own behalf, he is also required to
contribute on behalf of his employees. The new
law specifically allows a self-employed person to
instead establish an IRA without the need to
contribute on behalf of his employees.
Retirewart Auweerts aroma an ouslient "portraits
for yea to sue fir yew see end gun fasilly's fd eeeerity. Re
trwild Ike wiperienity te discus al* yes, firstfusd, bee sod
on naiad Issaafit yea. Ylity sot got I. teeck wids vs today.





is going on right NOW!
We've got special sale prices
on most new Massey-Ferguson
• Agricultural Tractors
• Agricultural Implements






Buy now and save! °
Model
MF 245 Farm Tractor
MF 265 Farm Tractor
MF 275 Farm Tractor
MF 285 Farm Tractor
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FARM E 1E111/11 RECAST
Fly Control Around Barns
Despite having had one of
the worst winters on record,
the fly population during the
.corning year will prebably-be
of nearly the same magnitude
as in past years, is the ob-
servation of Chris Christen-
sen, UK extension en-
tomologist.
He said flies winter in the
pupal stage, which was
described as the "resting
stage" in the fly's life cycle
between the maggot and adult
stage. "it'sis sort ef sedentary
life stage where the fly just
sits there and goes through a
lot of transformations,
chemically and biochemicall§.
— but it doesn't move,"
Christensen said. Living as
_pupae in sheliert4 . Areal _
under decaying substances, he
said probably every one of the
flies came through the winter,
unless they were found by
field mice and other pralaiors
and eaten.
A vast majority of these
flies "wintered" in and around
barnyards, he said. Looking
specifically 'at dairy barn
areas, Christensen said
"barnyard fly control" was





YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS




Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Slayers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
especially important.
The entomologist noted the
two most pronounced fly pests
goeh ri'a 
and the stable fly.
"Our main concern with the
house ;fly is their disease
transmitting Potential," he
said. "They have been proven
to transmit at least two
diseases, one of which is
mastitis — a disease with
‘whieli dairymen are quite
concerned. The flies feed
...aroinatl,the cow_4_teet_oning
to get the Milk that's left and
in so doing can transmit some
of the mastitis organisms
from one cow to another — or
from one teat to another. So
this is one thing that brings
great concern.
"House flies have also been
proven to carry the
pathogenes or viruses that are
associated with at least 20
--turman diseases, including
polio;iy*id fever and a lot
of illnesses,"
Christensen continued. "So
it's important that we keep
these house flies controlled
around the dairy barn — and
in particular in the Grade A
operations, because milk
inspectors become very
disturbed when they find a
heavy fly population."
As for the stable fly,
Christensen said it is ethicist
exact in appearance with the
house fly, except that it has
"piercing, sucking mouth
parts." Emphasizing the
similarity in appearance, he
observed that through the
years people have predicted
storms, saying, "There must
be a storm coming because
the house flies are bitting."
Actually, he said, this is the
forte of the stable fly, which
seem to develop a reaction
when the barometric pressure
goes down to "want to go out
and get a blood meal —
usually biting around the




"and heavy populations can
cause a considerable amount
of blood loss — and con-
siderable annoyance."
He noted proof has been
established that biting stable
flies can cause some reduction
in milk production from a cow.
"If your cows are on a good
plane of nutrition, this
reduction will be less or
maybe won't evergshow up —
so it's important tb feed your
cows..wa tu_o_v9id. stable flY
problems."
The life cycle of both the
house fly and the stable fly
was described as being very
short. Under optimum con-
ditions the house fly can go
through the egg stage to
adulthood in seven days, while
a stable fly has a life cycle of
about three weeks. "Both
breed in rotting  or decaying
organic matter — and .ffi
manure especially,"
Christensen explained.
"Manure in cow pens or
manure that builds up around,.
fence posts that sort of thing
are great places for these
insect.' to breed. They also
breed in rotting grass clip-
pings and in one case stable
flies were. found breeding in
rotting sea weed. Both speciei
of flies will breed in just any
kind of rotting organic matter.
"When we talk about con-
trol, we're talking about an
integrated fly control
program and must use all the
tools available to do it suc-
cessfully,'' Christensen
continued. "The most im-
portant thing in the control of
flies is sanitation — cleaning
up the materials where they
breed. In order for a fly
maggot to produce, or to
continue its development, it
must have three requirements
— moisture, a•good breeding
medium, such as manure,
garbage or something like
that—and it needs warmth. If
one of these things is missing
it can't develop. They can't
develop in the winter — but in
the summer if we remove or
minimize these three
requirements they can't breed
either."
He said every pound of
manure left lying around a
fence post — or any place
can produce about 400 flies. He
also urged a cleanup of-viage
spills around feed bunks. -
"If you do a good, thorough
job in sanitation, it will go a
long way toward controlling









just the right size for handling the major work load
in small to average-size farming operations!
It is also ideal lot the smaller
operator who plans to rent or buy
mote land. The 11:41b includes all the
easy-handling characteristics
designed into ever! Series 86 model
Mid-mount design, a control center
that's unertelled for comfort and
visability with controls that are un-
matched for convenience A held test
will prove its worth We re got the
fads! Give us a call'
Purchase
EQUIPMENT CO. INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 753-1215
All mechanical control
measures available were also
urged to be used. Screening
was said as probably the most
common mechanical control
measure — screening the
doors and windows of milk
rooms and milking parlors. He
noted there is some use of
electrical grid screening,
_which _provides "a_ csclitin
amount of adult fly control."
Another important
mechanical control is the use
of well constructed garbage
cans with lids that can keep
the flies out.




get away from using in-
secticides because work
priorities are going to prevent
him from getting his manure
hauled away every week — or
keeping everything cleaned
up. So he must use an in-
sectidide to tide him over to
when he can get everything
cleared away.•'
He recommended. residual
insecticides be applied to
walls, rafters, ceilings and
other, components of farm
buildings to help kill the adult
flies that Test in those
locations during .the evening.
-If you have a lot- of adult
flies, you can use mists and
sprays. But they are short
residual insecticides so you
must use them on a more or
less daily basis," he said.
Several types of fly baits are
available and can be placed in
spots where flies rest and in
warm, sunlit areas — but it
must be certain the baits are
placed where children and
animals can not reach them.
Christensen said there are a
number' of new insecticides
available known as oral
larvicides — an insecticide
that is mixed in cattle rations
and passes completely
through the animal's system,
going out in the manure.
Extensive tests reveal there is
no danger from residues of
this type of control getting into
the milk. "It goes right
through the animal's system
into the manure and:when the
flies try to breed in the
manure, the -larvae are
killed," he explained. He
pointed out oral larvicides do
not kill the adult flies, so such
measures can't be used solely,
but rather with an overall fly
control program. He
cautioned, also, that the oral
larvicide must be fed con-
tinuously.
Christensen noted another
danger in attempting to use
the oral larvicide exclusively
is that there is an increased
risk of developing a resistence
in the larvae. -
atj
MVP
Bulk Milk Hauler Important
Says Milk Coordinator At UK
The bulk milk hauler is a
very important cog in Ken-
tucky's dairy industry, says
-E. C. Troutman, milk_ roar, _
dinator for UK's Regulatory
Services Department.
As a result, a program is in
operation in Kentucky in ,the
training and supervision of
contract milk haulers.
Troutman says the program
instructs the milk haulers in
the best methods of handling
the milk hauled from the
state's _ dair ies to _market
centers and then maintains a
vigil to see that the handling
methods are carried out. He
added that the procedure is
not only a protection for the
consumer, but also for the
dairy industry — not only to
assure a top quality product,
but also to assure the producer
top profits in current market
ranges.
The success of the Kentucky
program in placing the em-
phasis on the importance of
milk haulers prompted a
request for Troutman to speak
at the annual Dairy Institute.
to be held at the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville, Feb.
22 - March 1.
In a paper prepared by
Troutman for presentation at
the Institute,-he points out that
the program in Kentucky has
been set up as a joint effort by
the dairy industry and the
regulatory service. He ex-
presses his feeling that such a
joint responsibility is the best
means to "carry out a sound
program."
"The. training of milk




Troutman says, adding that
information in • Sampling of
milk from the stocits in the




ment, quality and fat test, and
even truck operations should
all be covered in the training
"In Kentucky, we are at-
tempting to strengthen our
training program by giving a
more complete course on all
subjects needed by haulers
and possibly using other
agencies in the training,"
Troutman said.
All milk haulers in the state
are licensed and are governed
by the inspection procedures
of the Regulatory Service.
"Kentucky has nine
regulatory inspectors across Nip
the'state that work with state
laws in feed, seed, fertilizer
and milk," Troutman stated,
noting that two of the in-
spectors work.. _With_ _lictAsed_
milk-fat testers at the Milk
buyers and check buyers
records. -All inspectors
examine and inspect haulers
throughout the year," he said
There are about 48 milk
buyers in Kentucky, but only.
24 points .test milk for
--producer -payment- on __
fat. ,
He said the importance of.
the milk haulers comes into
play in a number of instances.
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic FireplaceseAluminum Awning,
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel, Ky.





blending soybeans is a science. It takes just the
right combination of yield potential, disease resist-
ance and maturities to come up with a blend that will
perforrii dependably under a variety of disease and
weather conditions.
Each of the seven different Multivar blends is a
precise combination of soybeans of similar matu-
rity that will produce the highest yields under your
conditions.
Because each Multivar Brand is blended to meet
the widest possible range Jai problems, they'll help
you get the most cash potential'out of your invest-
ment in time, money and labor.
That's why they're called your
"two-fisted moneymakers."
There's a Multivar blend suit-
ed to this maturity zone. Let me
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loss program. For ad-
ttional information call
Susie Wells, 753-1585










• __________ _ _ _ _
VISITS MADE by Freed
Hardeman Associates
LIVE EASTER BUNNY













Care .   753-6612
Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0919
Needline  753-NEED
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trade and flea market
day. The first one to be
held March 28, 1977 at
the West Ky. Exposition
Center, College Farm




you know him? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-














bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
5 Lost And Found
LOST PAIR of glasses.
300 South 13th, call 753-
1912.
LOST SMALL male white
poodle in Highway 121
South and Locust Grove
Road area. Last seen







work. For interview call
753-5287 or 753-0839.
EXPERIENCED COOK -
day shift. Highest paid





Full time. Salary and 2
Weeks vacation. 5',2 day











(seat, shed Sal c,,a C. m
rant *In Ma-'ac?, s
._ufrentlw eaCard.ng nal o n
de -reltry.,•14 ,depen
dent FACTOR, ChRECT
who'esale, ass, ves I) se,
r.ce 'eta a,. L,,,n's Seured


















FOR FREE BROChc,RE '
TOLL FREE 1 800 6435`r.9f
or send NiVne Address and
Te4phOne NuTter lb
WELCO INC
6200 Getty G, re -
North untie Rock Art
7211T
WANTED - SOMEONE
to help clean house, 1








Must be able to speak and
write either German or
Spanish. Send resume to
Joe Belger. Ling) Cor-













HELP WANTED - ex-
perienced cook. 11 a. m.
to 7 p. in. Appl
person between 9 a. in.
and 5 p. m., kern
Terrace Lodge, 1•505
Stadium View Drive.
-- t E.NGE In-
ternational
Organization is in need
of three salespeople for
our local area.
Guaranteed income to
start the very first





must be 21 years of age
-nr older, have car,'
ambitions, high school




443-7521 from 9 a. m.-6 p.
m.
MAN WANTED for dock














Is looking for an in-
dividual who is not
afraid of WORK and







products a FULL 12
months per year.
•Male or Female
•Age ( no limit )
*Experience I WE
FULLY TRAIN















For Fell Information Write
Or Call Today giving fell









person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-









envelope to P. 0. Box
677, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
14 Wart To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign: Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
LI Wan! To Buy
TOPPER FOR long wheel
base pickup. Call 435-




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
PICKUP TRUCK and
stock trailer. Older model
Forcl or rergnson tractor:- •
Call 753-9773 after 5 p. m.
SWING SET in good
condition. Call 753-7249.
1969, two 1962 Ford or
Thunderbird bodies.
Must be in good con-
dition. Call 436-2628.

















dresses size 9 jr. to 18.
Pants and Blouses.
Coats size 10, 16 and 18.
Shoe sizes 7"i to VI.
Other small items.
Cheap. Call 753-2478.
QUILTS FOR sale. Call
527-9616.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.








sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








FOR SALE - three (3)







NIP 'N TUCK Upholstery
and Used Furniture. 3'02














table and six chairs.
Perfect condition. Call 1-
328-8132.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760




$45.00. We rebuild your




machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50, Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farm Equipment







345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers: Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
ONE FORD model 9N, 6
speed transmission,
lights, new battery, good
rubber. Just tuned.
$1,200. Also Ford 8N
1951. Excellent con-
dition. Murray Ford
Tractor, 529 South 4th
Street, 753-9482.
D-15 ALLIS Chalmer with
3 point hitch. Set of Ford




lift type, - perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
D-6 CATERPILLAR
WASHER, DRYER , Dozer, serial no. 22561.
refrigerator, child's Hydraulic blade oil
desk and chest of clutch. Good condition.
drawers. Call 753-6661. Call Ralph Henry, 522-
8400 after 7 p. m.
YAZOO MASTER mower
26" cut. 7 h. p. Wisconsin
motor, self-propelled.
Excellent condition.
Three years old. Call
753-2927.
WHITE CREPE formal,
- empire style, size 5. Call
753-1836.
USED FREEZERS, ice





110 South 12th, 753-2825.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also









avacado green. Gas hot




12 cubic foot. $80. Call
753-9766. '
20 Sports Equipment
l'z H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling









fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
22 Musical


















TWO 14" • IN-
TERNATIONAL Spring
trip plows and Ford post
hole digger. Call 753-
2987.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing









9'2 h. p. low silhouette,
Sears motor and trailer.




15' LARSON BOAT. Call
753-6206.
1976 VENTURE 16 Super
















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
SECURITY FOR YOUR
home is our only




Systems, Inc. Call 753-
9263.
TWO WOODEN 8 ft. work
benches. Riding 'lawn
mower, heavy duty Blue
Chip tow bar, 22 rifle, 38
pistol, Midland CB with





plumbing gas tanks, 2
metal pots and ladle,
antique Singer sewing
machine, fishing sup-
plies, metal - 15 cents a





T. D-104 mike, starduster




Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426. '
27. Mobile Home Sales
1969 12 x 60 SALEM all
electric, newly car-
peted. Call 489-2576 or
489-2664.
1966 MOBILE HOME, 10





12 x 52 MOBILE HOME.
Air condition, 31-2 baths.
Call 753-0148.
NICE EIGHT foot wide
mobile homes, 1 and 2
bedrooms, completely
furnished. Air condition,
carpet, etc. Some would
make nice lake homes.
Will sell cheap, need to
move soon. Call 753-5209
after 6 p. m.
12 x 65, 2 BEDROOM,
/tying room, kitchen,
and bath. Call 753-4418.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1872 12 x 54 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5 p.m.




EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location':
Call after 6p. m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
O Mcb.lc EicrnE Etenta!s
THREE BEDROOM
trailer, furnished, $45
month. East of Almo.
Call 753-6791.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
RETIRING, LIVING
easier at Lone Oak
Village. Come, inspect




Close to city con-
veniences. Rates, $35-
$40 monthly. Lone Oak
Village Mobile Home
Park, 901-642-1930.
32. Apartments For Rent





MENT at New Concord.











next to fairgrounds. Call
753-3139.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOM 1 BLOCK from
campus. Refrigerator
furnished. $30 month. Call
753-4182.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
home in Murray. Kit-
chen and living room
furnished, washer and
dryer in large utility




references. Ideal for 2
responsible people. Call
753-9829.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,





Road. Inquire at Hale's
Lock Shop, 753-5980.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield. 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
37 Livestock Supplies
STANDING AT STUD: 3
year old 17 hands
registered Belgian,
sorrell, white mane and
tail with broad blaze.
His Sire: Jester Far-




colts, and a double set of
work harness for sale.
Joe D. Hopkins, Phone
753-5358.
CROSS BRED gilts to
farrow last part of




a boar needed for a sow
and gilt. Call 767-4813.
TWO HORSE Miley horse
trailer, pony cart and










and rust, red and rust.
Call 527-9366.
duct DUSK Setter pup-
pies for sale. Three
males and 2 females. Six
weeks old. Call 753-9507.
TWO SOLID white
German Shepherds, AK-
C., 6 months old, female.
Call 753-4655!'
AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.




$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
71380.
43. Real Estate
FOR SALE - 80 acres,






own a mobile home, but
long for a home of your
own? Now is the time for
you to buy this tract of.
almost five acres. It is
equipped to handle three
mobiel homes, with well
and septic system
already in place. You
could live in the mobile
home while you build
tine home of your
dreams on the
remaining acreage. You
could either rent the
mobile home pads or sell
the acreage you would
not need. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or
Pam Rodgers, 753-7116.
NEW DUPLEX in
Westwood that looks like
, a one family home. On




heat and air. Stone
exterior. One of the
nicest looking duplexes







home and 20 acres.
Many outstanding
features in this 3




utility room with lots of
storage, and enclosed
sunporch which could be




scenic pastttre land and
woods. Outbuildings
include modern pole
barn (50' x 56'i, corn
crib, and concrete block
smokehouse. pretty
picture of pleasant.
living. . Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222.
HOME AND 75 ACRES -
Rare opportunity to own
a modern home and
large acreage tract at a
reasonable price. Home
is 2 bedroom, brick with




completely fenced with 3
ponds, modern stable,
tobacco base, and other
outbuildings. Quiet,
secluded and wooded











282 Soirtit 46 Streit
Plums 753-2214
SELECT FROM TWO 121
large, sensibly priced,
- at tractivaily- wooded --
lots, facing on US-641, 5








garage, and trutaide- -
storage. Located close
to University. Call or









room, kitchen and utility
room. Completely
carpeted, electric heat,
located on 2 wooded




Realtors is quickly •
becoming a houseSOLD
word.
WANTED: 3 bedroom with
large utility or other storage
area in horse...priced ender
30.
WANTED: Small acreage
with or without house.
Preferably Southeast.
WANTED: Small
acreage.. ideal lor pony.
WANTED: 3 bedroom
home with basement or area
suitable for °Hire
WANTED: 50 to 80 acres
with house. Prefer 10 to 12
miles out.
WANTED: 3 or 4 bedroom
home located on 10 to 12
acres.
WANTED: Investment
property ... we need
dopier's, rental Woules and
farms.
We hare had request tor the
above properties. If you have
a home or acreage that we
can help you sell, call 153-






BY OWNER - 5 acre
mini farm with near-
ly new modern brick
home, 8 miles from Ky.
Lake on Highway 94.
, Approximately 2500 sq.
ft. living area, plus large




be seen to appreciate..
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.
44 Lots For Sale
TWO ACRES OF' land
east of Almo on blacl..op
road. Call 753-4418.
45 Farms For Sale
4$ ACRE FARM and
house. Near Ledbetter
Church. One mile from

















































































Lee, 753-3243 or 753-2678.
NICE NEAT 3 bedroom
brick. Carport and
storage. Mid 20's. Call
753-4187.
BY OWNER - located on
641 North. Five acres
and house in city limits.
Three bedrooms brick,
lit bath, garage and
recreation room with
fireplace basement.
Call 7 after 4 p.
m.
FOUR BEDROOM, 212
bath, white brick on
Oaks Country Club Golf
course. In the 60's. Call
753-9931.
46 Homes For Sale
MUST SELLA!, Reduced
NL Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
47. Motorcycles
1976 HONDA ATC 90. In
good condition. Call 492-
-- -8586-after-i-Vm. -
HONDA 500, 1300 actual
miles, new condition.
Call 753-0495 or after 4 p.
m. call 753-5267.
YAMAHA 4 MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1.975







$1, 75.00. Call 753-6564.




dition. $1250. Call 489-
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.







How would you like to own...
ONE ACRE ON SOUTH 12TH STREET
inside the city limits to either build on now or
hold until we have a city council that knows the
property should be zoned BUSINESS. At the
price I will take you can afford to wait a long
time. I have live of these lots available im-
mediately.
Priced from $9500.00 to S10,950.00.
DON'T DELAY
I expect them to sell within 5 days, There is





















Everything from a single
Name Tag to a complete Office Sign System
FOR TOUR REQUIREMENTS CONTACT
Custom Engraving
1407 Main Apt. 8
753-7670
From 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
.41 6 M lir X 310-31113-
49 Used Cars & Trucks










half ton pickup_ $275.
Call 753-9840.




1976 PINTO MPG Silver.




$2400. Also 1975 Midas
mini home. Call 4374434
or 437-4195.
1970 CAMARO V-8, air, 3
speed, AM-FM cassette
stereo, excellent cond-








headers. $500 or best
offer. Can be seen at No.
7 Riviera Cts., or call
753-1842.
1971 EL CAMINO with
power steering and









1969 COUGAR. Can be
seen after 5 o'clock at
1613 Miller Ave.
1966 AUSTIN HEALY





for camping. Call 753-
6644 or 436-2216.
1971 CUTLASS Supreme.




work. Call 767-2512 set-
ween 5 and 7 p. m.






500, 2 door hardtop,
51,000 adult miles, inside
hood and trunk lock, full
power, air condition,
radio, $2,000. Call 436-
2553.





Radial tires. Needs body
work. Call 753-4978 after
5.
Want
The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The Sale is open
classified page, small




fr- No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified





to everyone for every
reader ads or classified
following requirements:
run three consecutive
changes will be made in
Paid days will run first
given if ad is cancelled
Rates On Classified
Ads Will Remain In




















11WHAT/5 HARMYUL 10 OUR
HEALTH TODAH?
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 FAIRLANE 500, 2
door hardtop.
Automatic, power and
air. Good condition. Call
492-8626.








1968 FORD PICKUP. V-8,
3 speed, extra clean.
Call 436-2427.
50 Campers
15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 753-
8300
1970 STARCRAFT pop up,
camper. Sleeps 6. Has
















Ernest IL Virginia White
Coll 753-0605.
12 F1'. APACHE pop up,
fiberglass walls, canvas




















SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for














first for tune-up. brake
jobs, overhaul See
David Nelson and Son's
Garage near Hardin on
962 C 437-4514. a
TRICIAN prompt ef-






Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -





















rocked. Sand and lime























TRICIAN au . gas in-
stallation .4111 do
plumbing, heating and
sewer clearni14. Call 753-
7203.

















rocked and t.:rdded. Free
estimates Clifford
Garrison. C,t !I 753-5429
after 4 p. n,
NEED TR FES cut,
firewood, la.. clearing. "










and custom , ombining.
Call 753-8090-






B. S. Degree in Community Services, allied Health,
Social Work or related field and four year's ex-
perience or the equivalent.
Salary:
Commensurate with educational qualifli at ions and
experience.
Send Resume To:
West Kentucky Allied Services, in('
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Phone: (502) 247-4046
Resumes will be accepted until Apr.) 1977
"An bowl Opp•rtweity laspioyar
o09 West
LICENSED ELEC-
...Also small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
























Ca• cede.. foao, 11171 rt1,
Decorating",
Den •





and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete






service on top jobs and




11, r ), q1 11,11 ),.1) ,
Bankroll Card
Punched The' Week







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah. Ky .
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY Carpet Care
'Steam Clean one rnom at
Irents,per sq_ ft... and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10._ A 10' x
10' room ',would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359.
53 feed And Seed
FOR SALE a few good
Kobe jap seed. Call 753-
4645 after 5:30 except on
Saturdays.
54 Free Column






F'REE - adult spayed
female Oft. Has had
shots. Medium sire.Very
gentle. Call 436-5397 or
753-3994.
FREE - young adult
German Shepherd.
Beautiful brown fur.
Has had rabies and
distemper shots. Very
gentle and friendly. Will
make an ideal family







$42.1.00 ve, Nero& rowdy to woo. Also precut, you bowl, as
lee es $300.00. t Sap to 24 i 60 slumlord, bet wilt precut
any see needed. Ave tie best for loss
CUSTOM BUM PORTABLE IllUMDINGS 753410a
Electric & Gas Bill High!
Did you know that plastic installed underneath !, our home couldstuirply decrease your heating bill" We paint and repair the outside ofour home, but never think of the damage underneath told air and dam-pness with proper ventilation will not penetrate plastic will also helpprotect against termites, rot, fungi and other diseases and insectsWe treat for Insects end fingi -install plastic and ventilation
Call for MEE infecinatioo end inspection.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
753-3914
01.1.0 Immo owned rod operated iii Colleen Cowry.
By.
Certified by It. EPA et By.
Iiiimmomsemer' 
Sprayer Special
300 Gal. Pull Type Sprayer, 8 Row Boom, Noz-
zles, 300 Gal. Polyolefin Tank, Pump, Agitator,
Heavy Duty Trailer, Wheels & Tires, 411 Hoses
and Fittings
$9294"
100 Gal. Rear Mount, Three Pt. Hitch, Aluminum
Tank, 6 Row Rust Proof Boom, Brass Nozzles,
Get Agitator, Pump Complete with all Hoses,
and Fittings.
$500°°
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We can do Eopenert
L Dumont Warranty Servtc e
Rory 94 lest '
9 • at to 9 p Toes Wedat 
•041 Mort 9 • rm to 10 p re




Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
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Funeral services for Noble
W. Puckett of Hardin were
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the I.irn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover officiating.
Burial was in the Brooks
Chapel Cemeter_y.
Mr. Puckett, age 83. died
Friday at eight a.m. at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was a retired engineer of
the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad, and was a member
of the Broadway United
Methodist Church, Paducah,
and the Hardin-Berkley Lodge




Carlton, Detroit, nett.; three
sisters, Mrs. Jewell Sills,
Hardin, Mrs., Lois Pierce,
Paris, Tn., and Mrs. Cora
Grimm, Paducah; two sisters-
in-law, Mrs. Mary Etta
Puckett, Hardin, and Mrs. Ora
Mae Puckett, Paducah; three
grandchildren.
Clevie Burkeen Is
Dead At Age 87;
Funeral Is Today
G. C. ( Clevie) Burkeen of
Almo Route One died
Saturday at three p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 87 years of
age and a retired farmer.
The deceased was a
member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church.
Born September 26, 1889, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Mann Burkeen
and Lucy Williams Burkeen.
He and his wife, the former
Mattie Griffin, who survives,
were married November 2,
1912.
Mr. Burkeen is survived by
his .wife, Mattie; one
daughter, Mrs. Obert ( Oeda )
Fa ughn, Benton Route. Five;
two sons, Oren Burkeen,
Murray Route Three, and
Aaron Burkeen, Almo Route
One; four brothers, Jim, Joe,
and Dave Burkeen, Murray
Route Three, and Earl




The funeral services are
being held today at two p. m.
at the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. A:\H. McLeod, Jr., the
Rev. Roper Joseph, and the
Rev. gt(s Jones officiating.
Leland Peeler is directing the
music and song service.
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers arks have. net
received their home-delivererl
copy of The Murray Ledger •
Tomes by 530 p. m. Mender
'ridgy or by 3:30 p.m. on seer:
days or weed to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p. te. and 6p. p.,
Mendey-Friday, or 3:30 p. in.
end 4 p. ii. Saturdays, to Mows
delivery of thi newspaper. Calls
must be pieced by bp. in. week-





Richard C. Dick Denton of
Murray Route Seven, Lynn
Grove Road, died Saturday at
1:35 p.m. at the Hinds General
Hospital, Jackson, Miss.,
where be had been a patient
since suffering a heart attack
three days earlier.
Mr. Denton, age 66, was the
;)wner and operator of a
Construction Trucking firm at
Jackson, Miss., and was
formerly in the automobile
business in Murray. He was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons, Murray
Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons, Murray Council No.
50 Royal and Select Masters,
Mayfield Commandry No. 49
Knights Templar, Rizpah
Shrine Temple, Madisonville,
and the Murray Shrine Club.
The Murray map was born
January 22, 1911, in Adams,
Tn., and was the sonoof the late
&Jessie Clarence Denton and
Annie Herold Denton. He and
his wife, Mrs. Nell Perkins
Denton, who survives were
married December 21, 1945.
Survivors are his wife, Nell,
Murray Route Seven; two
daughters, Mrs. Cecil (Twila)
Lovett, Canterbury Estates,
Murray, and Mrs. James
(Betty Jean) Pough, Chan-
tilly, Va.; one son, William C.
Denton, Mobile, Ala.; two
brothers, Vernon .Denton,
Modesta, Calif., and Linus
Denton, Muscle Shoals, Ala.;
three grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
John Jones and the Rev.
Charles Yancy officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Active pallbearers are
Jackie Newberry, Pete
Farley, Bob Bazzell, Howard
McNeely, Dee Lamb, and
Hollie Alderdice. Honorary
pallbearers are Shriners.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Masonic rites were con-
ducted by Murray Lodge No.
105 Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Blalock-Colemarf chapel.
(STOCK MARKET)
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co are as follows
Indus. Av 4.90
Airco 3015 +4
Am. Motors 4% +Ls
Ashland Oil 3215 -15
A.T. &T. ........... 61". -15
Ford Motor 56 "4
Gen. Dynamics 56
Gen. Motors 613N -41
Gen. Tb-e 26 h
Goodrich 2914 -‘'S
Gulf Oil  271.4
Pennwalt 3314 +L.
Quaker Oats 2214 +L.•
Republic Steel 3214
Singer Mfg. 2114 -15
Tappan 10 .14
Western Union  IT's +
Zenith Radio 24'. unc
Prices of stock of locial interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished' to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Cory., of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc 2615
McDonalds Corp 41... ' unc
Ponderosa Systems ON unc
Iiiiggigarly Clark 4315 Ali
Union Carbide 56L. -1
W.R. Grace 2914 unc
Texaco . -... .... 26L. uric
General F3 ec  4915 -Ls
GAF Corp. 11% unc
Georgia Pacific 3314 -LI
Pfizer .  2I14 -Le
Jim Walters  34'. unc
Kirsch  1415 uric
Disney 3415 "4
Franklin Mint 234 *15
•
THINK ABOUT IT! ,
By Kenny Imes
In a meeting with friends, the subject of Easter came
up. Easter, as everyone knows, is not celebrated on the
same Sunday every year. Some times it comes early;
some times late. This brought up an interesting
question. Surprisingly, no one in the group could give
the right answer...
"Why does the Easter date change from year to
year; why isn't it on the same date?" Know the an-
swer? Here it is -
Easter is celebrated on the first Sunday after the full
moon that occurs on March 21, or on any of the M days
following that date. Easter therefore can come as early
as March 22 or as late as April 25; never before or
later.
Incidentally, we hope to have an interesting thought
appear for Easter. You will find it a little bit different
from the usual Easter comment you hear and read.
Watch for it...






The funeral for Mrs. Emma
Allbritten Wilson of Hazel was
held Saturday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Tom Martin of-
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were William
Rex Allbritten, Bill Ed
Hendon, Robert Hendon,
Alston Norwood, Glen Kelso,
and George Allbritten. Burial
was in the New Providence
Cemetery,
Mrs. Wilson. age 85, a
retired home economics
teacher of Hart County, died
Thursday at 10:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Hazel United Methodist
Church, and was the daughter
of the late Tobias Edwin
Allbritten and Sharpe Eliza
Meador Allbritten.
The Hazel woman is sur-
vived by her husband, Ivan
Wilson, retired art teacher at
Western State University,
Bowling Green, to whom she
was married in December
1922; two sisters, Mrs. Cassie
Hendon and Mrs. Hertle
Craig, Hazel Route Two; three





Clifford Parker of Murray
Route Six died Saturday at
eleven p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 80 years of age and a
retired farmer.
A member of the EIMGrove
Baptist Church, he and his
wife, Lottie. who survives, had
been married for forty-eight
years. Born August 31, 1896, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Reason Thomas
Parker and Beadie Daniel
Parker.
Mr. Parker is survived by
his wife, Lottie, Murray Route
Six; one daughter, Mrs. Bobby
(Martha) Miller, Calvert
City; five grandchildren,
Bobby Miller and Billy Miller,
Calvet City, James Clark III,
Bennie Clark, and Barry
Clark, New Orleans, La.; two
sisters, Mrs. Tennessee
Outland, Murray Route Three,
and Mrs. Joe (Olia ) Lassiter,
Murray Route Five; two
brothers, Thomas Parker,
Lynn Grove Road, Murray,
and Johnny Parker; Murray
Route Five.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Norman Culpepper and the
Rev. Calvin Wilkins of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Great Books Group To
Meet At The Library
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
tonight (Monday) at seven
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Wolfson
will lead the discussion on the
book, "Metaphysics of
Morals" by Kant.
Any person who has read the
book may take part in the
discussion, a spokesman said.
The Kentucky Society for
Crippled Children provided
assistance to 10,300 Ken-
tuckians last year. The ser-
vices included hospitalization,
resident and day camping,










11$ St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
Elbert Thomason, left, president of the Murray Civitan Club, demonstrates his ability
to cook hot cakes. He is assisted by Harmon Whitnell who is loading up plates held by
J. H. Nix. Murray Civitans operated Trenholm's Restaurant from 5:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m.
Proceeds from the Saturday event will be used to finance additional needs of mentally
retarded citizens in the local community.
Miss M SU
Focused on a "Belies of
Kentucky" theme, . the
pageant was highlighted by
the appearance of the reigning
Miss Kentucky, Vicki Harned
of Leitchfield, who served as
mistress of ceremonies and
delighted the audience with
her singing. She was joined at
the podium by Rick
Herrington as master of
ceremonies.
Miss Gordon is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority, which sponsored her
in the pageant competition.
She is,/ressecretary of the
Student Government
Association on the .campus
and hopes to develop a career
in public relations for a
national television network.
"Being Miss Murray State
and representing my school
means more to me than
anything that has happened to
me in a long time," she said
during a pause in the post-
pageant congratulations.
"And it means even more to
be selected 'from among so
much outstanding talent."
Miss Kemper, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemper,
delivered a monologue en-
titled "The Creation" for her
talent routine. The 19-year-old
blonde represented Elizabeth
Hall in the pageant.
Miss Crow, the third run-
nerup in the 1976 Miss Murray
State Pageant, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Crow
of Kennett, Mo. Sponsored by




herself on the piano.
Miss Matthews played an
original piano composition as
her talent. The brown-haired
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Matthews of Mayfield was
sponsored in the pageant by
Kappa Delta social sorority.
Miss Herms, sponsored by
Sigma Sigma ligma social
Crash. .
(Continued from Pagel
Tenerife because of a bomb
explosion in the flower shop of
the Las Palmas airport. A
Canary Islands separatist
movement claimed respon-
sibility for the bombing, in
which eight persons were
injured, one of them critically.
The accident occurred at
about 4:40 p.m. in a fog that
, eyewitnesses said cut
'visibility on the runway to less
than 60 feet. Spokesmen for
the two airlines said both
planes were preparing to take
off for Grand Canary, the Pan
Am plane taxiing and the
KI.M plane making its takeoff
run at about 150 miles an hour.
The Amsterdam newspaper
De Volkskrant said a traffic
controller at the Santa Cruz
airport told it the Pan Am.pilot
disregarded the tower's in-
structions and rolled his plane
into the takeoff path of the
Dutch plane.
He said the planes crashed
practically head-on, De
Volkskrant reported.
The worst previous air
tragedy was the crash of a
Turkish DCIO, also a wide-
bodied jet, near Paris in
March 1974. That killed :146
persons.
Survivors from the Pan Ain
plane said the force of the
collision snapped it into ,it
least three pieces. It was
rocked by a series of ex-
plosions and w4s quickly
engulfed in flames.
a Continued from Page
sorority, sang as her talent
presentation. The 21-year-old
brunette Is—the daughter of
Mrs. June Herms of
Louisville.
Miss Kemper was awarded
a $100 scholarship and Miss
Crow a $75 scholarship.
Each contestant appeared
before the judges three times
during the pageant — first in
evening gowns, then in talent
routines, and finally in
swimsuits. Each of them was
also interviewed individually
prior to the pageant.
Other semifinalists were:
Carmen Adams. sophomore,
Stephanie Anne Bedell, fresh-
man, and Laura Rose Case,
sophomore, all of Louisville;




Lynn Jones, Mai-ray junior;
Catherine Ann Nix, Owenton
junior; Jocelyn Kay Radcliff,
Evansville, Ind., freshman;
Jacqueline Smith, Peter-
sburg, 111., senior; and Sherri
Townsend, Henderson fresh-
man.
Judges for. the pageant were
Dan Ellis of Columbia,
producer of tly Miss Kentucky
Pageant, aliZ Ray and Lisa
DeCamillis of Louisville. He is
a member of the board of
ciirectprs of the Miss Kentucky




senior, directed the pageant.
AAA
511-7;N::: HERE















..;TTLE KIDS NEED ME
THAT'S WHY THE4' 71-1INK
CM A 6RE41 COACH
41.41111v 7NE PEEP HOOPS- NE BROOP5 480er THE RTALK,
OPIIVVIFHEN WE RE MARE P. I HOW COULD VO 4OLIL KEEP )R-.
NEEDN'T QUIT MY NEW JOB. JOB, IN THE SKULL CAVE ?
Blondie
Nick Horton, chairman of the Civitan Pancake Day,
displays one of the many dollar bills that were spent on






4 Pronoun 1 Sea eagle




15 Symbol for 4 Intellect
niton 5Go in
16 Involves aa 6 Struck
a necessary 7 Hindu
acccompaniment Cymbals
















































17 Son of Adam






















37 Ireland 51 Mental
38 Step 117181).
39 Victor 53 Father
41 River 57 Male sheep
islands 88 Symbol for






48 Part of Islands
flower whirlwind
1 2 3 5 ::::.:,
. . .. .. .
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HIGN IN A TRANSOCEANIC PiANE, I pEAR , I KNOW ALLDIANA ALSO &POOPS—   PHANTOMS' WIVES_
BUT. NW WIFE /Must-
LIVE WITH
FOR 20 GENERATIONS-STAYED
IN THE SKULL CAVE,. SLIT THIS
/5 1977...
L.
, v-
